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Kansas Union Official Says

BI TEST PILOT

r

01

(IT DAYTON

He Will Be Expelled From

the Union Before He Will
Obey the Order.
B The Aarnclated PrM.)

AP

D

MOVEMENT STARTED

London Welcomes Charlie Chaplin

PROGRESS

LAZARUS

Washington, Sept. 28 (by the
Associated
Press.) A movement to curtail senatorial priviot
lege
practically unlimited debate reached such proportions
today that an unofficial committee of republican senators
went to the White House and
conferred with President Harding.
While tho proposed rule has
not been drawn up. it was understood that the plan contemplates a change in tho senate
rules so that cloture would he
Invoked by a majority vote, instead of by
vote
After invocation of the rule
each senator's time for debate
would be limited to one hour, it
was said.

AT

JOBLESS PARLE!

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 28.
Alexander Howat, president of the
of General
Lieut. MacReady.' Attains a Kansas coal miners, was directed Consideration
convenof
vote
the
the
Relief Pro-r-q- m
by
Emergency
Height of 40,800 Feet m today
tion of the United Mine Workers,
Will Begin Friday, 5
- the Same Plane Used By to order strikers In two Kansas
o( Ahead of Time,
deto
he
but
back
work,
mines
Schroeder in 192Q.t ....
clared he would not carry out the
&RAL EMPLOYMENT
order. In voting, the convention,1
ENGINE DIES AND HE
had before It Howafs
EC ADVOCATED
GLIDES SAFELY DOWN that he would be,oxpT1er from t
-union before he would obey
ites and Municipalities
Suffers None of the Hardl
sustained
convention
Probably Will Be Called
The
ship Met By Flyer Who dent John L. Lewis and ot
On
to Proceed at Once
RecTig
officials in
Previously Held the
Their Projects,
With
. the
work.
1
of
ord; In Air Hr,47 Min, tho resumption
was
elemt
The
Associated Treat.)
(Dy
lined up behind Howat, but the
(By The Aaaoclnled Preaa.)
Sept. 28. Ur- Washington,
John
28
Lieut.
Dayton, O., Sept.
roll showed art unofficial majority 8 huln Lcdoux, announced today
A. MacReady, teat pllpt at McCook
ho would bo in Baltimore Frl- the vole being
field, today shattered the world's of 926 for the order,
. to
meet former sevioo
day
a
height 2,701 to 1,775.
altitude record, attaining
men and war workers out of
order
to
the
of 40,800 feet in the same La Pere
Howat's opposition
8
work and select 25 men, "pre- C, was that It would support opera-tor- s
used by Rudolph
biplane
ferably wounded," as the first
Schroeder, who set a record of
election of the "human docu- seeking to violate contracts
feet February 28,. 1920.
lie plans to bring hero 4
Iiieutenant MacReady was in the with miners by Imposing new 8 ment"
connection with tho uncm- air 1 hour 47 minutes, requiring all working conditions, but President $ in
8
plovment conference.
but a few minutes of the total fly- Lewis declared the Issue was
como
will
Th
Friday,
party
At
mark.
ing time, to reach his
whether the union held Its own 8 ho said, while tho second sec- 39,000 feet Ice formed on his oxy- men to
the fulfillment of their ? tion, composed of war veterans
gen tank, but he pressed on until
from many states, "picked up
tho altimeter registered 40,800 contracts.
in tho parks" in New York
disfeet. At this point, bis engine died,
Only six of the twenty-seve- n
8
city, will leave that place by t&
lie then glided safely down.
tricts in tho union stood by Howat.
motor truck Saturday, he said.
MacReady's new record is 2,620 Among districts which gave a ma.
feet higher than that of Schroeder,
Due
Sept. , 28.
nnd in this flight the pilot Buffered jority of their votes to Howat were to Washington,
by comrapid progress recommennone of the hardship met by the Washington and Montana.
in
mittees
formulating
former chief pilot. Schroeder's
dations, the unemployment confereye balls froze and excessivo dilaence will begin consideration of a
tion of the heart kept him In a
general emergency relief program
MORRIS-BROKE',
hospital nearly two weeks.
Friday, five days earlier than had
To Test Improvements.
been planned, it was announced
Today's flight primarily was to
tonight.
test improvements made on tho
In addition tp the report of the
invented by S, A.
on
committee
manufacturers'
Moss, who witnessed the flight, and
which agreement has been analso a new propeller of high pitch,
on
recommendations,
nounced,
perfected by engineers at the local
emergency measures will be refield.
committees
tho
by
ported Friday
Captl G. S. E. A. Hallct, chief of
on unemployment
statistics, emmechanical
designing, and Moss
agencies and registraployment
and
prepared the plane for flight
tion, emergency ppbllo works and
was taken to pro. every precaution
construction. Other reports will be
vide auxiliary oxygen tanks for the
Descendant of a Signer of considered as completed, it was
pilot.
eaid.
On landing MacReady declared
the Declaration of Inde
Announcement ot the formation
he suffered nothing but numbness.
of a new committee on communof
He climbed out of, the plane unasMakes
Plea
relief
pendence
ity, civlo and emergency
sisted,
measures, to recommend the best
lee Accumulates,
Poverty in Court.
of
forms
community organizations
Accumulation of ice on the plane
to carry out recommendations for
(By The Aaenriated Preaa.)
at 89,000 caused one oxygen tank
was
unemployment
decreasing
White Plains, N. Y., Sept. 28.
to cease functioning, but auxiliary
made today by the conference.
tanks were brought into use.
Declaring he had stripped himself This was said to have developed
was clothed in heavy furs of
virtually all his personal be- from indications developing in the
with special helmet and goggles.-coveredeliberation ot the conference that
with special gelatine. The longings, including his scarf pins
immediate problem of finding
but im4tUn- he- UH belonged . the
for the
clubs work for the idle wus
A centrifugal air compressor a number of fashionable
communities to handle.
forms calling for annual dues of $600,
operated by a gas turbine
The suggestion, it was underwhich made the Lewis Gotiveneur Morris, a de
the
has also been made that lostood,
of
dea
seendant
of
dcclar
the
turbine
signer
The
flight possible.
cal committees should be formed
rives its power from the exhaust ation of Independence, was exam in tho cities and different sections
gas of the Liberty motor on the ed by County Judge Young today to administer recommendations
proceedings brought under the
ship, and air thus compressed Is in
by the conference.
fed to the carburetor at the same debtor aid creditors act, under adopted
Public hearings today were dewhich
ho
has
been
withconfined
level.
sea
as
at
air
pressure
voted to the question of employThe biplane was designed In in Westchester county. The dues, ment service and
the relative mersaid, had been given to him. by
January, H918, by Captain IaPere, he
its of public and private agencies.
his
wife.
while
working
a French aviator,
faMorris Is Reeking to obtain re The majority of the witnesses eithof the United
under direction
lease irom his jzz.uoo bail to re vored use of public agencies,
States government.
or
federal, In
main within the county. His ef er municipal, state,
the distribution ot work.
are
forts
Charles
being
fought
by
PARTY OF MOURNERS
Urbain Ledoux, who recently
Morgan, a customer of the defunct conducted
labor auctions In BosIN BELFAST ATTACKED brokerage firm of which Morris ton, endorsed the establishment of
was a member, who claims he lost
more than $10,000
Morris federal employment agencies.
Belfast, Sept. 28. (by the As- and his) partners, F.through
Organized labor, according to
B. Porter arid
American
sociated Press.) A funeral party J.
After Morgan had W. C. Roberts, of the
Hathaway.
y
to
a
of Labor, was emphati
this
from
city
returning
obtained a Judgment, the three Federation
federal
In
of
this afternoon was fired.upon. were
employfavor
confined In
home coun cally
ment service absolutely neutral in
One man was killed and three oth- tin. imHo holl their,
ers were wounded.
disputes.
It was brought out thai Jtforrls labor
The public works committee was
The funeral was that of a vic- naa transferred
his home In New
tim of last Sunday's bombing. Th? port, R. I., to his wife. Counsel for said to have practically' completed
last rites had been performed and Morris stated this transaction had a report calling on states and muthe mourners were leaving the been made In repayment of a loan nicipalities to proceed Immediatecemetery. "When they reached the and had been approved by the ly on their projects wTiether apJunction of Donegal street and creditors' committee and bank propriations were ready or not.
Falls Road they were confronted ruptcy referee. Morgan's attorneys Hearings are to be held by this
to develop
by a large crowd, several members contended it was made when Mor- committee tomorrow
of which fired wildly. The people ris knew his firm was Insolvent suggestions for the speeding up of
scattered but several fell as they and its purpose" was to protect the work for the municipalities.
ran.
Secretary Davis appeared today
property from creditors.
on shipping
Police were rushed to the scene,
The other side rejoined that before tho committee discussed
the
was said to have
and
where they remain tonight, but when the firm failed. Mrs. MorriB
question in the light
the district still simmers with
voluntarily contributed $66,000 to immigration
of the employment problem,
the creditors fund. ,
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INVESTIGATE REPORTED USE OF
NATIONAL GUARDSMEN AT POLLS
mmmmmmmmm

Deming Newspaper Publishes Story Stating
That Members of Military Organization of
State Were Hired for Duty There on Elec
tion Day.
j

cattTemeFto
HAVE AN OFFICE

AT RATON FAIR

JAP DELEGATES

.

(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
Santa Fe. Sept. 28. Adjutant for September 27,) In which it Is
General Henry Rolf Brown Is In stated that the sheriff asked the
to serve.
vestigating reports that national guardsmen
The following letter has been
guardsmen were used at Deming, sent by tho adjutant general to
N. M., on election day without any Capt. Cylde Earl Ely, commandauthority whatever Irom tho ad ing officer bf the Deming troop:
"From: The adjutant general of
jutant general's office. The story
Is carried In the Deming Headlight New Mexico,
"To: Capt. Clyde Earl Ely, commanding Troop C, New Mexico national guard.
"Subject:
Irregularities and Illegal use of members of Troop C.
"1. It has come to the attention
of this office through an article
V
FORECAST.
appearing In the Deming Head,
Denver, Colo., Sept. 18. New light of September 23, stating that
Mexico: Unsettled Thursday, prob- certain members of your troop
ably with showers, cooler north were used on election day, Septemportion; Friday generally fair west, ber 20. for certain guard duty In
east portion, and around the polls of Deming.
probably showers
cooler southeast portion,
"2. t There has not been any such
Arizona: Partly cloudy Thursday, authority granted at any time by
east
showers
possibly
portion, this office for any such use of
somewhat warmer central portion; troops by you or any officer of the
Friday generally fair.
guard.
"3. You. will reply by endorsement hereon after thorough offi
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
cial investigation, fixing the re
hour ended at ( p. m. yesterday, sponsibility,
together with the
names of men so appearing in uni
recorded by the university:
82
form and by what authority they
Highest temperature
C3 were present at such
Lowest
.:
voting places
29 in uniform or as, soldiers' of the
Range
X
68 national guard.
Mean
37
"4. You will expedite this com
Humidity at 6 a. m.
27 munication and make full and au
Humidity at 6 r. m
None thentic report without delay.
Precipitation ....... .
23
Maximum wind velocity
(Signed)
Direction of wind
South
"HENRY ROLF BROWN,
Character, pf day jj.. Partly. Cloudy
"Aajutant General

WEATHER

:

....

.

100TH ANNIVERSARY
OF INDEPENDENCE OF
MEXICO CELEBRATED
Paris, Sept. 28. (by the Associat
ed Press). The two days' cere
monies in connection with the cel- eDmiiun ot mo one uunuicukii
nlversary of Mexican independence
olosed tonight with a banquet
given by A. B. Nervo, Mexican
, ,
charge d'affaires.
Senor 'Nervo said:
of
"The present government
Mexico has succeeded in meeting
the Just desires of foreign countries In consolidating its prestige,
and keeping safe and sane, its national dignity and sovereignty. Few
countries today could ' guarantee
more substantially their financial
obligations than the Mexican republic. Few countries can show a
national debt so small, as it only
amounts to' $500,004,000, while national resources are fabulous."-- v

$5,000
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Dozen Women Rush Forward to Shake Clown's
Hand; His Wife Collapses.
(By The Asaorlntrd Preaa.)

AfiAiSjUT MEET
Tokio Gives Out Unofficial
List of Men Who Will Represent Nipponese at Washington Parley.
(By Th Amxicinlfd

iiiililfsf

-

Two f!ewa of Charlie Chaplin In London.
"Dear old Lminon," where Charlie Chaplin spent his
boyhood and
jyouth and began his professional career, gave the famous film come- Idian a rousing welcome when he arrived In
Ltolidity," "English phlegm" and "insular reserve"
disappeared com
pletely when Charlie showed himself to the huge crowds that clamored
for a sight of him. After doing London and visiting his old haunts
there Chaplin went to Paris, where he received another big ovation.

i

WOULD PROHIBIT

HIS CLEARED

IMPERSONATING A
KING

OJR

QUEEN

FOR

Representative. Herrick of
Oklahoma See1s to Punish Those Who Represent

TAX BILL T

Royalty in Plays.
(By The

Consideration

Aialittl0 Preu.)

Washington, Sept.." 28. Anyone
impersonating a king or queen In
a play,, pageant ;or carnival would
a .'fine of not more
be liable
than ten to twenty years under a
bill Introduced today by Representative Herrick, republican, Oklahoma, Similar penalties are proposed for producers who engage
some one to act like a king or
... ,
queon. ....
In
Horrick's
Representative
opinion, those who would disregard his bill, if enacted, would be
"guilty of fostering and promoting
Ideas treasonable to and In contravention of .the principles on which
of the United
the government
States ' is founded and main-

tained."
Among a half dozen other unusual measures presented by Representative Herrick was a bill designed to fix "standardized wages
for labor In all vocations and Industries" and standardized prices
of all kinds of commodities;
a
bill, to fix the price of wheat for
the next ten years at from $1.C0 to
$2 a bushel and a resolution urgtho
American
governing
ment to request Fiance to replace colored troops In the occupied area of Germany with white
soldiers.

ATTACK ON

the

of

Con-

tested Features

Wiil Be
Measof
Begun; Reading

ure Has BeeoQompleted.
.

it

,i

.'

.

(Ily Tha Autfirlatrd I'rraa.)
Washington, Sept. 28. The wny
was cleared today in the senate for

the fight over the republican tax
reviision bill. II ending ot the meaH-ur- e
for approval of uncontested

amendments- to the
committee
house bill, was completed and consideration of tho contested features
will begin tomorrow.
These Include sections dealing
with income taxes, profits taxes,
transportation levies, excise and
soft drink levies and nil other
levies changed by tho committee,
as well as with estate taxes and
levies on admissions and dues not
altered by tho committee.
MeNary OjM'iiM Fight.
The attack on the transportation
taxc. was opened by Senator Mi
Nary of Oregon, republican, who
offered an amendment to strike
out the levies op freight, passenger,
Pullman and express.
Henator King, democrat, Utah,
said he would propose an amendment to eliminate also tho tax on
telegraph and telephones.
Senator Simmons of North Carolina and other democratic .members of the finance committee,
amendments
today
completed
which they plan to otfer and
would
which, if adopted,
virtually

THAT $500,000

rewrite the bill. It Is understood
their principal feature is the raisand
ing ot rates on corporations
the wealthy to maximums higher
than thoso proposed by the finance
committee,
Senator Smoot of Utah, a republican committeo member, gave notice that he hoped to have his manufacturers' sale tax plan ready to
offer tomorrow and that, he probably would speak on it Monday.
Agree on Some Sections.
During the reading today tho
senato agreed to most of tho special and stamp taxes, and the existing tobucco taxes and also to a
number of aarnmlstratlve
provisions. These provisions included
those designed to speed up final
settlement of tax claims, establishing a tax simplification board and
to prevent unnecessary examinations or investigations of taxpayers'
books of account.
Other sections agreed on Includ
ed one authorizing the secretary of
the treasury to issue an additional
$.100,000,000 in short term notes to
facilitate the funding of Victory
notes and certificates of

PERFECT GOLF PLAYED
BY SARAZEN;

CHICAGO
CUP HQLOER DEFEATED
(Br The Ainfldnfrri Trem

t

sen

Preaa.)

Toklo, Sept. 28 (by the Associated Press.) The Japanese delegates to the Washington conference on limitations and problems
of the Pacific, will be Prince
Tokugawa', president of the
house of peers, Vice Admiral
Kato, minister of the
navy, and Baron Kijuro Shidehara,
ambassador to the United States,
it was officially announced this afternoon.
The secretaries to the chief delegates will be as follows:
Masanao Hanihara, vice foreign
minister; Tsuneo Matsudiara, chief
of the American and European
section of the foreign office; Dr.
Kiroku HayaRhl and Turo Takao,
councillors of the foreign office.
The delegations include eighteen others, representing the foreign office, throe representing the
twelve the
ministry of finance,
ministry of the navy and seven the
army.
The appointment of Vice Admiral Kato and that of Ambassador Shldahara had been anticipated but (tie Asahi Shlmbun, In commenting upon tho rrtakeup of the
delegation, emphasizes that the appointment of Prlnc
Tokugawa
was a great surprise to the nation.
It expresses thn view thrt for one
thing it embodies a move by Premier Hara to prepare the way for
a Tokugawa ministry
after the
Washington conference, when tho
it
is
cabinet,
says,
present
likely to
renlgn.
The official announcement confirms tho forecasts that Vice Admiral KanJi Kato would head the
navy delegation and Lieut. Gen.
(Miuchl Tanaka that of the army.
A foreign office official In commenting upon the appointment of
rrlnco Tokugawa alluded to him
as "pronouncedly a man of peace
and common sense," and called attention to the prince's proficiency
In English as a result of long residence in England, where he was
educated. Th prince has been
termed "a democratic aristocrat."
He has Invariably been a leader In
tho adoption of western customs
and likes to entertain foreigners.
As for Masanoa Hanihara, heading the list of secretaries, his
twelve years In Washington
and
his wide acquaintance with American public men. and American
conditions together with his record as vice foreign minister led to
his selection as secretary general,
as his title will be.
Tsupeo Matsudiara. second of
the secretaries, has had long experience In China and Europe. As
Japanese commissioner to Siberia
he rendered services leading to his
recall to the Important position In
Toklo which he holds.
Dr. Kiroku Hayashi is an authority on international law while Toru
Takao represents the Information
bureau of the foreign office.
Iye-sa-

1

New York. Sept, 2S. Elimina
tion today of Jock Hutchinson of
Chicago, holder of the British open
and playing
golf championship
defender of the Profesthrough
sional Golfers' association
championship, was the first real upset
of tho tournament.
Ho was
by Geno Karazen, Titusville,
l'n., 8 and 7. Knruzcn played perfect
golf, whilo Hutchinson was off his
usual form.
Jim Barnes of Pelham, N, T.,
rational open
and
champion,
Walter Hagen, western open champion, won their matches.
In the matches tomorrow Barnes
will play Fred McLeod of Washington, D. C, Hagen will oppose
John Golden of Tuxedo, Sarazen
will meet Cyril Walker of Engle-wooN. J and Georgo McLean
of Bronxvlllo will
pluy Emmet
French, Youngstown,

d,

The Journal was right. Partisans of the State Land Office Mild
that we were maligning that office terribly because we wild It wrong00.000 in Its "suspcnise" or "escrow"
fully wag holding $400,000 to
accounts and depositing it In banks without interest, at the tweet
of
commissioner.
the
pleasure
.
Tuegday the commissioner agreed to turn over to the state treasurer $500,000 from these accounts. U'hls was money he lias witli-lfcl- d
from the treasury wlthont legal warrant for many months, thug
having deprived tiro schools of Its use and having provided n grc:it
fund to distribute among favored banks. . The pressure of publicity
by tho Journal became too strong uml tho money was turned over
Whether the stato owes any of this money to lessees is another
- '
'
question.
.
We feel sorry for tho hunks.
Their assistance In defeating
amendment liuinber seven was procured by 1'nUio pretenses. They
without
Interest
had the money
and ...irked diligently to maintain
the statu quo in the belief that they could keep It. A eek after
election it is taken av.ay from them. We feel sad nr bunks like the
First National of Albuquerque who were tho beneficiaries of this system of frivorltlsm at the jpense of tho people niajlie wo do.
We hove contended that money which comes into the hunds of
the land commissioner hi his official capacity from any source Is "state
money" according to the intent of the statute, and must be turned
over to the treasurer. The land office has denied this. The attorney
tho commissioner must turn this money
general now has hold-thaover after tho amendment election. Had it been done tho week
before the election; amendment number seven would have carried.
Tho people would have seen how they had been misled.
As a few Instances of this kind como to light as proof, Unpeople will believe tho Journal in spite of partisan assaults upon us.
Certain newspapers pronounced tho land office to be all right and
defied us to show the contrary.. Now you sec how "all right" it has
been.
There is still more" money In tho "suspense account" of the
commissioner we are sure. We do not know how much.' They tell
us wc can find out by asking. All right we are now asking: Mr.
Field will yon give us the exact amount of money still in your possession and deposited in banks by you, without interest? Please tell
us what hunks it is in.
Whilo the turning over of this money shows how politically corrupt the system has been, it also has Its hopeful side. The land office has "quit its meanness"- to tho tune of $500,000. Perhaps the
easing of its conscience in this mutter will induce It to correct other
evils. Let tis hope, t
"We wish we knew the Inside of this transaction. Did Mr. Field
decide, on his own initiative, to ask tho opinion of tho attorney
general or has the republican organization decided to do tho decent
thing and advised his course? We really hope Unit the latter is ic
case,' It would renew our fnlth in better conditions Just ahead.
The votes of thousands of people for amendment number
wero votes of protest against conditions in tho land office. None
of us was exactly suited by the alternative given us by the legislature, but wc accepted anything which gave promise of a change from
past conditions, Tho work of land office employes and leucrielnries,
augmented by the hefp of favored hanks, and the cuttle and sheep
men who were frightened into the false belief that they would be
hurt by the change, defeated tho nmendment. But the party hoard
the protest of the voters Just Uie suoie.
. Unless tho methods of the land oMce are changed It will be the
ruin, ultimately, of tho republican party. We are ready to lend our
whenever we feel that the hind office; Is
sympathetic
trying to eliminate all the objectionable practices. In the meantime,
please blame the land office, not the Journal, it the limitation goes on.
The rights of Uie people finally will prevail.
.

was made yesCattle
terday that the New Mexico
and Horse Growers' association
mainof
custom
will continue its
taining headquarters offices at the
Northern New Mexico State fair
at Raton this fall. The fair will be
held the first week of October.
Offices will be maintained for
the benefit of the cattlemen. and
their families and will be in
charge of the secretary. Any In
formation regarding the work of
the association
regarding cattle
oondltlons in other parts ,of the
state will be given upon request.
The affair is usually a popular
one. having many exhibits and
Miss Bertha
other attractions.
Benson, secretary of the association, will leave Tuesday to take
charge of the headquarters office.
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As Court Adjourns About

ARE CHOSEAl TO

.

Announcement

ON

DEFENDANTRELEASED
ON

-

ADJUTANT GENERAL STARTS TO

TRIAL

Murder Complaint Agains"
Movie Comedian Is Re- duced to Manslaughter By
the Police Judge,

two-thir-

38,-1-

er

TO

LESSER CHARGE

rSasoriTJC1Uf

super-cha'rg-

EDITION

ARBUCKLE HELO

S. SENATE TO
"SHUT OFF THE GAS"

IN U.

E BY

01 TTEES

CITY

Dally by Carrier or Mall, 85c a Month
Single (Joplcs no

Albuquerque, New Mexico Thursday, September 29, 1921.

yeah

No. 01.

TELL HOWAT TO
ORDER MINERS
BACKJO WORK
RECORD BROKEN

WORLD

G JOUBNAL.

ALBUQUEEQU

CITY.

to

BUYING POWER WILL
SPECIAL VENIRE OF 40
ADVANCE BUT NOT TO
MEN FALST0 APPEAR
PRE-WA- R
LEVEL, SAYS
(By The Associated Preaa.)

(By The Assoclntcd Preaa.)

28. Buying
Chicago,
Sept.
power of the people of the United
States "will
advance, and may
reach a normal but not a post-wlevel .within six months, in the
opinion of Eugene .Meyer, Jr.. of
Mr.
tho war finance corporation.
Meyer conferred with representa
tives of eight states called today
by the farm bureau federation.
He Is returning to Washington
from a trip extending to the Pacific coast aTid In which he has met
the business men of practically
every state of the middle west, the
coast and a paTt of the south.
His statement came after a two
hour session in which Mr. Meyer
presented the financial conditions
of the country to his auditors, the
credit
of Increased
possibility
where needed, and tne lines wnicn,
If followed, might result in the
largest industrial advance.
ar

TRADING IN LIBERTY
BOND ISSUES BRISK
(By X''

Auoclnttd

Prraa.)

Now York, Sept. 28. Trading In
Liberty Issues and particularly In
Victory notes, again dominated the
bond market today. Dealings approximated $12,000,000, or almost
of the day's total
operations on the stock exchange.
Heavy transactions at private sale
also were reported.
Most of the Liberties closed at
trifling losses, but Victory 4
repeated their recent maximum of
a,suu,-00- 0
dd.uu on saies aggregating
par value. Included were Individual lots ranging from small
amounts-t$200,000: $500,000 and
one block of $1,100,000, which sold

Twin Falls, Idaho, Sept. 28. The
special venire of forty men which
was to have been in court this af
ternoon to permit the final selection
of a Jury to try Lyda Meyer Southard, ciiarged with causing the
death by poison of her fourth husband Edward F. Meyer, wailed o
appear and after being In session
for less than ten minutes the court
recessed until tomorrow.

San Francisco, Calif., Sept.
Hoscoo C, (Fatty) Ar.
buckle, held for manslaughter
In connection with the deaUi
of Miss Virginia Rnppe, was
released from tho city prison
cash bail.
tonight on
Arhucklo had been Incarcerated since Saturday, September 10, when n charge of
murder was sworn out against
him by Mrs. ISnmbinu Maude
Delmont. This churgo was reduced today to manslaughter
by Judge Sylvaln Luznrus at
Uio end of a preliminary
hearing in police court nnd
Arhucklo was released on his
own recognizuneo to answer
it.
The charge on which he
furnished ball was a manslaughter Indictment returned
ngninst him by the comity
grand jury.
Arbuckle remained In the
prison for several minutes
after his relense, chatting
with his brother, A. C. Ar.
of this city. Ho did
not announce his plans.
28.

hiK-kl-

San Francisco,

Sept.

The

28.

murder complaint against Roscoe
C. (Fatty) Arbuckle was reduced
to manslaughter today by Police
who
Judge Sylvain J. Lazaraus,
held him to answer to the superior court for trial on the lesser
charge growing out ot the death of
Miss Virginia

Rappe following

a

drinking party in Arbuckie's suite
at the Hotel St. Francis.
Judge Lazarus held that the evidence introduced by the district
attorney during the slxday hearing
did not warrant the comedian's being held for murder. Miss Rappe,
a Los Angeles motion picture actress, died September 9. four day
after the affair in Arbuckie's
rooms.

Round by Grand Jury.
"I have decided to make a holding for manslaughter,
finding
there is enough in the defendant's
conduct to warrant his trial on
that charge," said Judge Lazarus.
"I feel no rape or attempted,
rape was committed by the defendant on Miss Rappe," he said. "I
feel also bound by the grand Jury
whose indictment for manslaughter was voted after having more
evidence than I was permitted
to hear."
Arbuckle
hoard the decision

without comment.
The district attorney moved that
Arbuckle be released on his own
recognizance In view of the ball of
$5,000 cash or $10,000 bonds fixed
In the superior court
charge of
manslaughter growing out of a
indictment.
grand Jury
As court adjourned, a dozen
women rushed forward to shake
Arbuckie's hand. As he went Ito
the judge's chambers, his wife,
Mrs Mlnta Durfee Arbuckle collapsed, and he hold her up and
quieted her in nn affectionate
manner. Her mother, Mrs. Flora.
the
Durfee, meanwhile smoothed

hair back from the comedian's

forhed.
Roscoe Is Congratulated.
did
The well known Arbuckle
not appear to smile, however, and
he merely said "Thank you" in re
sponso to handshakes and greetRoscoe'
ings of "congratulations,
from various people.
T.
Hilton
District Attorney
U'Ren and Isadore Golden asked
Judge Lazarus if he placed no credence in Miss Rappe's cries, "He
hurt me," or the screams heard by
the hotel maid, but the court snid
they "were not sufficient to implicate Arbuckle In the commission
of a crime." The district attorney's
aide's also contended
that the
court could only either hold the
defendant to answer for murder or
dismiss the casa altogether, but
Judge Lazarus said that was not
his "understanding of the law." '
Formalities of Rail.
While the formalities of ball
were being arranged, which called
for a superior court transferring
(Continued on Page Two.)

PRESIDENT APPEALS TO VOTERS
TO PERFORM THEIR DUTY AT THE
DALLOT BOX Oil ELECTION DAY
There Is No More Important Duty Than This
of Voting, Harding Tells Virginia Republican Club When Asked for an Expression of,
.
"The Duties of a Citizen."

(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
,
Washington, Sept. 28. There is The president wrote!
no more important duty for the
"Quite regardless of effect on th
citizen "than this of voting on. the fortunes of particular
political
one day in the year when his vote parties, I am Impressed there ii
means
President need particularly for an appeal la
something,"
Harding wrote today in replying to voters to perform their duty at th
a letter from C. S. Stoler of the ballot box on election day. If tha.
Alexandria, Va., republican club, result of a full vote in Virginia i
in which the president was ,'asked any other etate should prove disfor an expression of "the duties of astrous to the party of which you
,'
a citizen."
or I chance to be a member, W
Citing as an example ot the lax- would at least know that we had
ity of voters )n casting their ballots heard the voice of the people, and
the last election for governor of would be more ready to aequlesci
at 99.48.
Private dealers In XTntted States Virginia when only 89,000 votes In their decision., There Is no man
bonds claimed much of tho re were cast, while In 1920 the total important duty for the citizen thsu
newed demand for these securities with women voting rose to but this voting on- the one day In thi
came from investors of moderate 231,000 out of a "total possible year when his vote means
d
moans.
vote ot about 900,000." thing."
three-quarte-
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MERGER OF ALL
MAJOR

TRAFFIC

IJESJWOSEQ
I. C. C. Announces

Tentative

Plans for
;

Consolidating
Railroads of the U. S. Into
Nineteen Systems.

Bt The Amoclntfd !
WashinKton, Sept. 28. The
Commerce commission today announced tentative plans for
consolidating all o the major railroads of the United States Into
nineteen gvcat systems, and gave
notice that hearings would be
called upon It in the near future.
The stop was taken under provisions ot the transportation act.
which allows the consolidation, if
voluntary with the railroads connow put
cerned. The proposals
forward liy the commission follow
in the main a plan prepared under
its direction by Prof. William Z.
Jlipley of, Harvard.
Proposed Nlntorn Systems.
Thi commission's proposed nineteen systems, as outlined today,
provide for retention of the competitive arranKement of transportation lines, Riving most sections
of the country access to two or
more of the great routes devised.
The principle followed in making
up the consolidations was that of
hitching weaker and less profitable roads to more prosperous comat the
petitors or connections,
same time maintaining the Identity very larpcly of existing great
In some cases branch
railroads.
lines of existing roads are suggested for divorce from i present
owners and attachment to other
systenls, with rearrangements of
terminal facilities.
It is expected that the plan with
alternative arrangements whichthe commission nas suggested, par-

CUTICH

HEALS

LARGE PIMPLES
Face Al most Covered .Itched
and Burned. Hardly Slept.
'
"My face was almost covered with
Urge, hard, red pimples. After about
week they would tester
and scale over, and at
night I could hardly
rest on account of the

Itching and burning.

My face was a sight, f
"The trouble lasted
for over three months.
I tried many different remedies but
nothing did me much good. I began
using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
and after using one cake of Cuticura
Soap and one box of Ointment I
was healed." (Signed) Miss Martha
Hamilton, Box 73, Knowles, New
Mexico, March 30, 1921.
Improve your skin by daily use of
Cuticura Soap, Ointmentand Talcum.
AMrrm: "0ttcTL!-er.torlei- .
SuDpbEtcbrrMbyMI.
i.j-- t H, )Ule.B48, Hui." Sold every
where. SoepXc. Ointment and 60c. TalcnmZ&c

SjeVCaticiua Soap shares without Bias.

tlcularly with reference to New
England, will be under consideration and argument for a prolonged period, since permission of
the commission and consent of the
railroads is required to every detail before it can be put into oper-

ation. The voluntary consolidation
plan was adopted by congress as a
possible means of facilitating the
operation of the American transportation system under rata regulation, on the theory that rates allowed by the Interstate Commerce
commission were being found suf
ficient to give adequate earnings to
strong lines while weaker roads in
the same territory could not snow
sufficient earnings to continue

Plan nraftod by Tllpley.
In the main, the plan proposed
by tho commission is that drafted
under its direction by Prof. William Z. Ripley, Harvard unversity,
but some variations were made.
Tho commission said that while .all
of the lower or class 1 railroads
hade been included in the makeup
of lis schedule, a number of class
2 and class 3 lines had also been

covered.
The following consolidated systems are proposed by the commis
sion:
in
No. 1 New York Central,
cluding the Cleveland, Cincinnati, St.
MonongaLouis;
Chicago and
hela: Boston and Maine; liangor
and Aristook, and others.
No. 2 Pennsylvania. Including
Toledo, Peoria and Western; Long
Island; Monongahela, as an alter
native to the inclusion oi tnat
road in the New York Central
system, and others.
3
ana unio;
No.
Baltimore
Reading; New York, New Haven
and Hartford; Lehigh and Hudson,
and others.
No. 4 Chicago and Erie; Dela
ware, Lackawanna ana western;
Bessemer and Lake Erie; Wabnsh
lines east of the Missouri and
others.
New
No." K Lehigh
Valley,
York, Chicago and H. Louis;
and
West
and
Virginia
Pittsburgh
others.
6
No.
Pere JJarquette; Ann
Arbor and others.
No. 7 New York, New Haven
and Hartford; Boston and Maine;
liangor and Aroostook; Lehigh
and Hudson River, all of these
being alternatively to be taken
into other systems.
and Ohio;
No. 8 Chesapeake
Hocking Valley, and Virginian.
9
No.
Norfolk and Western:
Toledo and Ohio Central, and
others.
No. 10 Southern, New Orleand
Great Northern and Alabama and
Vieksburg.
Coast Line:
No. 11 Atlantic:
Norfolk Southern;. Florida East
Coast; Mississippi Central; Louisville and Nashville and others.
SeaNo. 12 Illinois Central:
board Air Line; Carolina, Clinch-fiel- d
and Ohio, and others.
13 Union Pacific
No.
lines:
Wabash
Chicago Northwestern;
lines west of the Missouri and
others.
No. 14 Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy; Northern Pacific; Spokane, Portland and Seattle, and
bthers.
No. 15 Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul; Great Northern,
and
others.
No. 18 Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe; Colorado & Southern;
Denver and Rio Grande; Western
Pacific, and others.
No. 17 Southern Pacific company: Chicago Rock Island and
Pacific; El Paso and Southwestern;- Vieksburg.
Shrevcport and
Pacific, and others.
No. IS St. Louis-Sa- n
Francisco;
St. Louis Southwestern;
Chicago
ana Alton; Missouri, Kansas and
Texas; San Antonio, Uvalde and
Gulf, and others.
No. 19 Chicago and Eastern
Illinois; Missouri Pacific; Texas

BILL IS INTRODUCED
TO PUT SKIDS UNDER
GERMAN MONARCHISTS
Borlua, Sept. 28 (by

the

ciated Press.) The Independent
Socialist party today introduced
in the relchstag a bill aiming nt
the elimination of the last vestiges of monarchists Germany.
The main clauses provide that
all the property of former Emperor William and the formor
German princes shall be confiscated; civil and military functionaries holding monarchist
views or tolerating monarchist
or who refuse
manifestations
allegiance to the republic, shall
be dismissed without pension,
and military men shall not be
permitted ot carry arms except
while on active service.
The bill also proposes introduction of trial by jury,

three-quarte-

rosy-whi-

with mild soap and warm water.
This Flatcote messase will appeal to all
homes where there are small children for
mothers know that little folk just can't keep
away from walls.
Finger marks, furnace smudge, in fact all
the things that happen to walls and spoil
their beauty give way before mild soap and
warm water provided the walls have been
painted with Flatcote, the liquid wall paper.
With Flatcote walls, fresh cleanliness can
be restored, not once but many times by
this same simple method.
finish in any of 24 beautiA soft velvet-lik- e
ful colors and white, enables you to have
Flatcote walls to exactly meet your particular color scheme.

IrftffHltl

Www

Sold by Leading Dealers

tMcMurtryMfg.Co.
Ftint ni Vtrniik Mahri
1533 .Arapahoe St.
Denver, Colorado

i e

air

If
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"Evidence has been given re
garding alleged ribald conduct of
the defendant regarding the use of
ice, but it had no connection with
any possible injuries received by
the deceased, although it was a
Incident.
"Photographs of bruises on Miss
Rappe's body were Introduced, but
Dr. Arthur Beardslee, who attended her saw only one on the arm.
Undoubctdly if there had been oth
ers on the body, he would have noticed them.
"Semnaeher's testimony was en
tirely valueless and two doys of
court time was taken up fruitlessly hearing him.
The only one wnoseeviaence
might have connected the defend
ant with the commission of a crime
was that of the nervous chambermaid who heard from the corridor
the cry of a woman 'no, no, oh my
God' and a man's reply 'oh, shut
up.'
"Although tnere were indica
tions that the district attorney at
trial would try to show a more
cdmplete case, there was the merest skeleton of evidence here to
connect the defendant with he
crime of murder, the most serious
offense known in criminal law.
"The question for me to decide
is whether the facts adduced, which
the district attorney admits are
barely enough to wnrrant a holding
is enough to justify a meurder
charge) and t do not believe so.
"There is enough in the defend
ant's actions in the affair, however,
to warrant a manslaughter charge
and I will hold him on this. I feel
that no rape or attempted rape was
committed by the defendant."
Assistant District Attorney Mil
ton T. U'Ren Inquired what these
other actions might be, and the
Judge replied that there might have
been battery, for instance.

GALLUP IS AWARDED
, UNDERTAKERS' MEET

FDR

i mm
(Vf Tfaa Afnoclnlrd Press.)

Paris, Sept.- 28 (by the Associated Press.) Premier Brland, it was
announced this afternoon, now has
decided to sail for the United
States on the steamer Lafayette,
probably on November 1, to attend
the conference in Washington on
far eastern questions and limitation of armaments'. With him will
go the entire French delegation to
the conference and its staff. -

It

understood

is generally

to The Jounnl.)

(Special Correpindrnc

M.

Brland will take with him as
t,
principal delegates Philippe
general secretary to the
foreign office, and Albert Sarraut,
minister oft the colonies. The
fourth delegate is uncertain.
M. Briand's chief naval adviser
Ber-thelo-

Las Cruces, N.- M Sept. 28 Cot
ton, In the opinion of R, P. Porter,
vice president of the Bowman Bank
and Trust company,-wil- l
again be
king of staple farm products.
At the meeting of the directors
of the Las Cruces Chamber of
Commerce of which he is a member, Mr. Porter mentioned that the
consumption of cotton this year
will amount to 18,000,000
bales.
Nine million bales of cotton was
carried over from 1920, he added.
This year's crop will not be more
than 6.500,000 bales, which means
a shortage of 2,500,000 bales.
"Every farmer in this valley
should be encouraged to plant a
limited amount of cotton," Mr.
Porter continued, "as prices are
Bound, to go up."
Mr, sorter aiso mentioned tnai
$75,000 is tied up in cotton gins in
this county. The industry, he said,
is entitled to encouragement
and
support.
Gustavo Manasses. a director of
the Chamber, reported that the
prices of cotton goods have already
advanced 60 per cent and that further advances are simply a matRT
ot time.

will be Vice Admjiral Grasset, chief
of the French naval general staff,
and his principal military adviser
will be Marshal Foch. Maurice
director general of
Casebave,
French interests in- the United
States, is expected to be secretary MRS. ANNA WITTWER,
The
general of the delegation.
WIFE OF LOS LUNAS
staff probably will consist of not
more than twenty-fiv- e
or thirty
PHYSICIAN, IS DEAD
members.
Mr. Anna C. Wlttwer, wife of
Dr. W. F. Wlttwer ot Los Lunas,
SIERRA COUNTY WANTS
died at a local hospital yesterday
following an operation.
TO BUILD HIGH SCHOOL
She was a resident of Los Lunas
AT HILLSBORO, N. M. for twentv-fiv- e
years and was born
In Montgomery
county, Missouri.
The residents of Sierra county She is survived by her husband and
are exerting much pressure toward one daughter, Fannie Belle, 11
the building of a county hign years old, an1 by a sister, Mrs.
school, to be located at HillBboro. Buell Hen3ley of Montgomery City,
There are no high school facilities Mo. Mrs. Hensley is now on her
in the county, and the need of ade way here and will arrive Friday,
Interment is to be made in Fair- quate academic training for the pu
Funeral arrangecemetery.
pils beyond grammar scnool is ap- view
ments are in charge ot C. T.
parent.
The date will be either
is being circulated, French.
A petition
depending
asking for a county vote on the Friday or Saturday,relatives.
arrival of
the
school problem next November. It upon
is very probable that the number ot
names signed to the petition will FRED CR0LL0TT IS
be far in excess of the required
CR0SEN DELEGATE
percentage to place the issue before the voters of the county.
TO NATIONAL MEET
The proposed plan for locating
the school at HillBboro provide that
Fred Crollott, Harry Strong, C.
the town furnish the site and buildBlakemore
ing, with the maintenance of the T. French and Thomas
anschool taken care of by the coun- returned last night from the Mexnual convention of the New
ty. This plan is believed to be a ico
which
association
feasible, just solution of the prob- was Undertakers'
held in Las Vegas. lem.
Mr. Crollott was highly honored
Students from all parts of the
tho association, being choser
county will be offered the use of by
treasurer of the organization and
the sohool.
selected as the New Mexico dele
gate to the National Funeral D'
conventlor
rectors' association
EASTERN BANKERS
which will be held at San Antonln
13
14.
and
October
HERE
12,
Tex.,
HOUR
SPEND

THE DE LUXE ORCHESTRA
I wish to announce to lovers of
MUSIC that I have taken
over the organization known since

-

Prompt Cure for Diarrhoea.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic
and Diarrhoea Remedy a number
of times during the past ten years
and am pleased to ay that it has
never failed, to effect a prompt
cure," writes B. T. Biddlcman,
Macedon, N. Y, Try it when in
need of such a remedy. You are
surj ia set safld twiutc.

Beauty Unsurpassed
The wondtrfuny rcflMd,

pearly white complcidoa
rendered, bring back the
appearance ot youth. Results are Inttant Highly
antiseptic Exerts a toft and
soothing action. Ovet 73
run In um.
Stud 13 1 for Trial Stx

as the Colombo Orchestra.
The Orchestra with practically the
same first class MUSICIANS will
now be known as th; "De Luxe
Orchestra" and will continue as In
the past to give the best dance or
concert music. We wish it known
that this orchestra le NOT furnishing musio for Saturday night public dances at Colombo Hall.
FRED K. 13LLIS, Manager
1917

Phone
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Try a Journa' Want Ad.

STRONG BROS.
FURNITURE
RUGS
LINOLEUMS
We want to. call special attention to our new
supply of Axminster Rugs.

are now supplied

We

with all sizes

at

especially low prices on 6x9, 8x10, and 9x12, and
all the small sizes.
Our stock of Linoleum is now in complete
shape. Also Battleships, Corks, Inlaids, Prints, and
Pabcolins. We will be pleased to figure with you.

.

PICTURES

.TAKING

Bankers from New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania
and Maryland spent an hour in
Albuquerque yesterday morning en- route to the bankers' convention at
Los Angeles October 3 to 7. The
party of 110 arrived on a special
train in charge, of W. E. Eastman,
of New York City, of the Pennsylvania railway company.
The party represented the money center of the world and several
prominent financiers expressed optimism over the present business
situation, claiming that much bet
ter business was to be expected
this year.
Member of the party spent
their entire time here taking
pictures at the station. Albuquerque literature including a number
of souvenir post Cards, was distributed by the chamber of
DEBENTURE ISSUE'S
VALIDITY IS UPHELD
PtCIAL.OiapAtCH

TO

Mb.Nd

Strong Block Copper&2nd

Feel Old

Overwork', worry, anxiety or sorro
undermine! itreogth and health. Thei
cauiet contribute to kidney trouble, so.
weak or diieated kidney make one
(eel old in middle age.

Sunday We Advertised
Thai any man in town honestly
wanting a homo could own ono
in University Heights.

held weak, overworked or diieated kid
neyi and bladder so) that the ayitem l
free from waite and poisonous matte

a.

that cauiei one to feel old, tired,
They bsnWh backache, rheu
matic paini, tore muiclea, stiff joints.
Mr. J. D. Miller. Syraeun. N. Y.. writ..:

Yesterday

MPor many yeara I suffered with kidney troubli
I had a aevere backache em
and rheumatiiia.
l.lt miserable end all played out, 1 got to i
After tek
place where I hed to do somethind.
in) two bottle of Foley Kidney Pills I ceo s
my backache ia done, and where I used to le:
aweke et niht with rbeumetie peins I een not
sleep ia comfort end enjoy s food oiaht's rest.'

Construction started on the first
houses for
three three-room

Albuquerque. Three less people
paying a landlord.

Sold everywhere,

JOURNAL)

Santa Fe. Sept. 28. The constitutionality of the $800,000 debenture issue by the highway commission was unheld today by the supreme court in an opinion by Chief
Justice Roberts. The issue, which
was based on the
levy for
the purpose of meeting federal aid
was
in the
attacked
allotments,
district court Santa Fe county, by
Celso Lopez, Santa Fe, and tho
lower court sustained the highway
commission's dtmurrer. The aptwo-mi-

Our Budget Plan

ll

If you want to own
your own home it will pay you
to communicate with
DID IT.

peal followed. 'The supreme court
decision followed a stipulation that
amendproposed " constitutional
ment No. 11 whs carried. It was
held the amendment removed the
ground for objection.

EVANGELISTS WORK
TO GETCHURCH LOT
The services of the revival meetings being held at the corner of
Sixth and Central are under the
supervision of Evangelists. F. B.
Shepherd of Amarlllo and G. F.
Mickey of Clovls. The Church of
Christ has had a small organization
in this city for some time, and it Is
hoped that these meetings wilt
help put the work- Upon a permanent basis, with perhaps the aclot for a
quiring of a
church home.. The meetings are
held each evening at 7:30 o'clock.
The publlo is offered a cordial

French

known
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The
Waists, new colors.
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with thousandi who-A standard
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Phone 899

Second and Gold
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We are showing a few Imported French Blouses, richly
Priced at
beaded.

$35

and

$40

Attractive Hosiery.

GLASS, PAINT.
rVIENT. PLASTER
LUMBER COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE
'

LUMBER
433 NOKtU
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Autumn
the
with
color choice of
offering
styles
unusually pleasing possibilities.
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Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
f NewBollermak.r.
sM Winers
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know how quickly it

heals sick skins

Phone 640

Second and Gold
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Word has been received here by
Ernest F. Landolfl, from Louis
Gumblnef, of the death of his
father, M. Gumbiner, who died
.Wednesday at Los Angeles. The
funeral will be held Friday. Louis
Gumbiner lived here for a long
time and his, father visited here

e

& CO.

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

es

richly-designe-

fathe'r

OF LOUIS
GUMBINER IS DEAD

Over-Blous-

Every line of the cutting
every touch ot the drape and
decorative detail of these ver
d
blouses breathef
the maglo touch of the Pari,
in which they were conceived

well-locat-

n,

treasurer.
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GOOD

Its

East Las Vegas, N. M, Sept. 28,
Gallup, N. M., was today scfjeted by the delegates to the state
meeting of the Undertakers' Association of New Mexico as the meeting place for the 1922 state convention.
'At tha., meeting heretoday the
elected the following ofdebates,
ficers for the ensuing year:
D. Rollle, Gallup, president; C.
T. French, Albuquerque, first vice
president; Miss Viola Bush, Raton,
second vice president; G. T.
Silver City, third vice president; C. A. Rising, Santa Fe, secretary; J. A. Mahoney,
Demlng,
'
Hln-ma-

PRODUCTS, PREDICTS

1

the ball from one case to another,
Arbuckle went back to the city
prison where ho has been for the

last eighteen days.
Coming out of his cell with an
overflowing armful of clothing, his
face took on a more cheerful look.
After he had piled the clothes Into
a suit case newspaper , photographers started in to make pictures
of him and a smile began to creep
over his countenance.
As a balloonlike cloud of flashlight smoke
rose toward the celling he gazed
at It with almost a grm.
"Roll a cigarette with me when
we take the next (map,T suggested
one of the photographers.
"I can't," he replied, "Its tho
other Arbuckle that does that."
Mrs. W. B. Hamilton, chairman
of the committee from the Woman's vigilante committee that attended the
every day, said
and Pacific; Gulf Coast Lines, afterwards hearing
that the women felt
and others.
the
district
attorney should have
noted that
Tho commission
out a more complete case.
Canadian
railroad subsidiaries, brought
such as the Minneapolis, St. Paul POIJCE JTDGE LAZARUS
and Sault Ste. Marie and the
DISCUSSES THE CASE
Central Veftnont, had been eliminated
from its consolidation
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 28.
and that water carriers where conWhen the police coust hearing
trolled
railroads
concerned, In the case of Roscoe p. (Fatty)
by
were Included.
Arbuckle, charged with the murder of Miss Virginia Rappe, was
resumed today Judge Lazarus beJ. W. SKINNER HELD
gan a discussion of the case.
"The distrlot attorney has frankON LIQUOR CHARGE
ly admitted he has offered merely
to warrant holding the deJ. W. Skinner of Old Town was enough
In reserve other
fendant
arrested yesrerday by prohibition evidence holding
which he has failed to
officers, who searched his home present," said Judge Lazarus
In
and claim to have found a number outlining the case as he saw it.
of bottles of liquor.
The arrest
not disguise the fact
"We
was made late yesterday afternoon. that thisneed
case. In
is an
Skinner will appear before the fed- my opinion, we Important
Rosare not
eral commissioner this morning to coe Arbuckle alone, trying
the screen
answer to the charge.
celebrity who has given mirth to
the whole world, We are, in a
NEGROES START KIOT
sense, trying ourselves, our morals,
New Orleajis,
Sept. 23.
our
day social standards.
Riotous scenes occurred in the par- The present
is larger than tho
ish prison here last nigh: whe.i five guilt question
of this unfortunate, it is a
regro prisoners who were to be universal" Issue.
removed to the dungeon assaulted
"The affair was the culmination
Captain Archie Renny?on, warden of an orgy at one of our leading
of the prison, and superintendent hostelrles.
An orgy unrepressed
cf polic-- j Molcny and afterwards by the management is, I take it, a
held at bay prison deputies and common thing in our big cities.
"I had really hoped that this
police. Illuming gasoline was fin
ally UScd to drive them from their court would bo the avenue for full
cell.
and complete revelation of all the
facts so the public of the entire
PERSHING VISITS YANKS
world would have the opportunity
As
28.
to
the
ascertain this widely known deCoblenz, Sept:
(by
sociated Press.)
General Pershing fendant's guilt or innocence.
shows
heard
"Tho testimony
today rode back and forth before
American troops engaged in man that during the whole afternoon
euvers and watched them charge there went on, let us charitably
under cover of an artillery bar' say, festivities. Men and women
rage. The troops used ball am1 were coming and going so that witmunition in heir machine guns, nesses are unable to say who were
demolishing their objectives and the occupants at any particular
i
hour.
scaring up flocks of rabbits.
"Much liquor was drunk and the
was
in an inwitness
complaining
'
GIRLS! WHITEN SKIN
ebriated condition.
"Miss Rappe, according to the
WITH LEMON JUICE
picture I have tried to draw of the
events, went Into room 1219 of this
Squeeze the juice of two lemons hotel, followed, without previous
Into a bottle
three
containing
conversation by the defendant.
ounces of Orchard White, which
"They remained in there about
any drug store will supply for a
of an hour, accordfew cents, shake well, and you have ing to Miss Zeh Prevost's testia quarter pint of harmless and de- mony. No sounds were heard by
Massage the rest of the, party.
lightful lemon bleach.
this sweetly fragrant lotion Into
"Then tho complaining witness
the face, neck, arms and hands and Miss Prevost made clamor nt
note
the
then
each day,
shortly
the door, which was opened by
beautv and whiteness of your skin the defendant and these two ladles
Famous stage beauties use this entered the room.
lemon lotion to blench and bring
"They found Miss Rappe lying
comthat soft, clear,
on a bed, fully clothed, and apparsunburn
as
a
also
freckle,
plexion,
ently In agony. She was clutching
and tan bleach because it doesn't at her clothes and with the assistIrritate.
ance of her woman companions
disrobed. I
she was completely
thought some of the torn garments
on
at issue,
the
bear
point
might
own
but from the prosecution's
witnesses, it appears they must
have been torn in being removed."
District Attorney Isadore Golden
Interrupted with the assertion that
the evidence showed one of the
garments might have been torn off.
The court said he could not see
any significance In certain other
testimony introduced by the

COTTON WILL AGAIN BE
KING OF STAPLE FARM

PREMIERBOIAND

Asso-

can be easily removed from

Flatcote JValls

ARBUCKLE HELD TO
ON
TRIAL
FACE
LESSER CHARGE
(Continued from Page One.)

Finger Prints
.
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Silk Hose, $1.75
The "Lady Jane" Silk Hose In
black, dark brown and chestnut. A splendid
(M rjf?
wJLef
value at

J

Wool Sjport Hose

$1.25

-

to pair

$2.25
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CAKUON PAPERS)

.Albright

fancy mixtures, these are
the well known Oordon make.

In
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a
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RAGS WANTED
We want good clean cotton
ragtt good size, no small
pieces.'' Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFlE.

Anderson
PRINTERS

- BINDtCKrJ
,

'

STATION URI

308 Wert Ooid

Aa

J
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pointed temporary chairman. Miss
was appointed
Emma Auferoth
chairman of the nomination committee, and Miss Mary Jardine
chairman of the constitution comThese committees are to
mittee.
report next week.
The tlrst meeting of the
A short talk was made by the
club, a business and profes- general secretary. Miss Marion
sional fetrlfl' club, met last night In Johnson, explaining the ideas and
the recreation room of the Y. W. work of the club for the coming
C. A., ana was organized with fifty winter.
charter members. The club is to
meet every Wednesday evening nt
in
o'clock, for dinner at the Y. W.
C. A.
Mlsa Florence Adams was ap

50

MEMBERS FORM
ADELANTE
CLUB;
TO MEET WEELY
Ade-lan-

.1

HIM

San Antonio, Texas.
the past twenty
years Dr. Pierce's Favorite
has
Prescription
been my standby as a
tonic. I took it during my
first expectancy and it
relieved me of nauseating
conditions and I had practically no suffering. I do
not believe there is a
tonlo on the market that
can come up to Dr.
PrePierce's Favorite
for girls and
scription
MRS. E. D.
women."
SKINNER, 119 South St.

"For

The crown of womanhood is
motherhood. But many women
face the ordea of maternity
without sufficient preparation,
At such times and later the
mother should take a vegeta
ble tonic, sold by druggists and
'known in almost every home
as Doctor Pierce's Favorite
Prescription. It is put up in
both fluid and tablet form. If
you wish to give it a trial send
your name and address to Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in, Buffalo, N. Y., enclosing ten cents,
and a trial package will be
sent you. Thousands of women
have testified as to its efficacy.
Read the following:
San Antonio, Texas. "Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription is an excellent
n
medicine for women in a
and weakened condition or during
and after expectancy to give them
strength and to keep them in a good
I took 'Favorite
healthy condition.
Prescription' before my youngest
child came and it kept me in a
strong, healthy state and my suffering was much less than at previous
times. I also took it afterward and
it did me all the good in the world.
1 have always
thought well of Dr.
'Pierce's medicines nnd always recommend them." MRS. S. LEE, 214
Reddle St.
run-dow-

CHEERS

15

SHAPE

te

the Morn
Advertise
ing Journal.

!;

PECOS

I

AUTOS

AN OLD

SPIRIT

Work Is practically finished on
the Pecos river road and aside
from a detour of a few hundred
feet, the entire road from Pecos
to the Ponchuela station Is in fine
condition for automobile travel.
The heavy rains during the summer made the lRst rew miles of the
road impassable to autos on account of throe or four mud holes.
The district forest service advised Washington of the situation
and a special appropriation from
one of the forest reserve funds was
made which gave the district
$5,000 for maintenance work on
the road in addition to the usual
amout which had been practically
consumed. The work was carried
on for' a few days by the service
and then turned over to the fed
eral highway department, which
has been at work putting the road
into condition for the past three
.
weeks.
It is expected that funds will be
available next year for eomplet-in- s
the surfacing of the last few
miles of the road which was con
structed along the river during the
past two years, until that Is done,
engineers believe the work now being completed will keep the road
,
passable.
The fall fishing on the upper
Peco and Its tributaries is reported to be fine this year by a number of persons who have spent the
slimmer at Cowles and passed
yesterday.
through Albuquerque
But few fish were caught in the
Pecos district this summer due to
tho heavy rains which kept the
water muddy and high In Its
banks. The streams have lowered
to normal and It is expected that
there will be several weeks of good
fishing yet this fall.

N0TICET0

contractors

Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the City Clerk of
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex-Icuntil 2 o'clock p. m. on Wed
nesday, October 5th. 1921, for pav
lng curbs, gutters, storm sewers
grading and all necessary Incident.
ala or appurtenances thereto, on
the following named street In accordance with the provisional order
by the City Commission of the City
of Albuquerque,
dated April ZO

East Central avenue, from the
west line of High street to the west
lino of Mulberry street.
Elds will be received on tin fol
lowine types of pavements:
(1) 6 Inch, single course, plain
concrete.
(2)
single course, plain
concrete,
single course, rein
(3)
forced concrete.
single course, rein
(4)
forced concrete.
h
Bltulithlc on
15)
nsnhnltic base.
Bitullthlo on
(6)
v
concrete base
(7) Car tracks of penetration
macadam.
(8) Car tracks of reinforced con
crete.
The following is an estimate of
the work to be done as complied by
the City Engineer:
7133 square yards paving.
160 Lin. Ft. curb.
. . . Lin. Ft. gutter.
2678 Lin. Ft. Comb, curb and
gutter.
808 Lin. Ft. single track car line.
756 Lin. Ft. double track car
line.
1840 Cu. Yds. earth excavation
1790 Sq Ft. cement sidewalks.
The total estimated cost is
--

REMNANT DAY
Short Lengths of Popular Materials

lU-inc-

REDUCED
ONE-HAL- F

Sept.

29

Sept

Thursday

29

Something for nothing Just about expresses what
the Remnant Counters do for you. Hundreds of
Remnants have accumulated in the past few weeks
in. our yard goods department. They have been
assorted and arranged on tables for easy selection.
Remnants of silks, woolens, wash goods, white

goods,

linings,

domestics,

ribbons, etc.

laces,

embroideries,

EARS OF

CIVIL WAR VETS

The Aworlulrd Praia.)
Indianapolis,
Sept. 28. Cheers
were still ringing in tho ears of
hundreds of surviving heroes of the
B

civil war tonight. Shortly befote
sundown the rear, ranks of the
Grand Army of tho Republic pass
ed the reviewing stand of Com
mander in Chief w. A. Ketcham
closing the annual parade of the
fifty fifth encampment.
Through streets packed with
shouting citizens the
grand army paraded. Tonight the
veterans sought the rest places pro
vided throughout the downtown
district, but today they marched
jauntily, tramping In step with tho
music of war drums and fife.
Hundreds ot automobiles were
ready for those who might be un
able to march, but they were few
who made use of the machines unless totally disabled.
The cheering started with the
approach of the Old Guard at the
head of the column. These veterans marched with equipment and
rifles, keeping orderly files. The
Purdue University band followed
the Old Guard and swung into
place. Then came the veterans in
six divisions.
Preceding the parade the O. A.
R. delegates passed a resolution
condemning the Ku Klux Klan.
The Sons of Veterans passed a similar resolution. "Whatever may be
its purposes," said the G. A. R.
resolution, "we believe its methods are
and that its
existence is a standing menace to
constituted government and to the
open and Impartial administration
of the law."
Des Moines, Iowa, and Milwaukee are seeking the meeting for
next year.
g,

Theaters Today

Events."
Colder
Theater "The
Lyric
Snare," presented by James Olive
Curwood. A new story of pow-anromance.
Also
"6nook
come
Fresh Heir," a
featuring "Snooky the Humanze
and those adorable children.
Pnstlmo Theater "Quo Vadir
(whither goest thou?)a spcctaculu
drama enacting the rise and fall
the Rqman empire under the reigi
of Nero. Added attraction, Jimm
Aubrey in "The Trouble Hunter." .
two-pa-

More interesting than ever are the Hats with
the curling, narrow brims. lower crowns and wider
, bands.
Choose from our immense stock while
selection is at its height and get a full season s

wear.

Men who come here look no farther or real
values in Headwear. Their search for a Hat of
quality at a sensible price is ended for all rime.
The entire town hat taken keenly to the new styles
we're showing at

$3

to

$5

Kahn's
Stores
;
ALBUQUERQUE'S BEST SHOPPING PLACES
109 North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

post-offi-

PADILLA
Abel Padilla, , 63
years old, died yesterday at his
1303
South
Fourth
residence,
street. He is survived by his wife,
two sons and daughter. The body
was taken to Crollott's funeral
Funeral arrangements will
be made today.

ami heavily armed, boarded Santa
Ke truln Number 5, southbound,
three miles south ot Edmond,
(By The Auioclnteri Prem.)
Olda., about twelve miles north of
El Paso. Tex., Sept. 28. The here at 12:20 a. m. this
Texas department, American Le- forced the mail car clerks morning,
to throw
gion, concluded Its work here to- off four pouches of mail and then
day with the election of tho follow- oiappeared Into tho dark with a
ing officers:
parting injunction to trainmen to
State commander, Wayne Davis "beat It."
of Goliad.
National
commltteenkn
for
OF TRAINMEN ARE
Texas, R. G. Storey of Tyler; al- 90
ternate, Dr. H. E. Stevenson of El
IN FAV0R0F WALKOUT
Paso.
State treasurer. G. T. Halton of
(By The Aaioclnted Prat.)
Port Arthur.
Chicago, Sept. 23. Ninety par
State adjutant, Arthur J. Rein-hacent of the ballots cast by the
of Dallas.
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
Judge advocate. T. a. Johnsnn on
of San Marcos.
accepting a reduction In wages
walk-ou- t,
It was announced
Sergeant-at-armO. L. Raker of favor a
tonight, after two days spent In
Orange.
Vice commanders wero elected counting the returns which will not
as follows: Charles Ingram, Whar- be completed until tomorrow.
The counting of the ballots of
ton; John T. Rice, El Paso; Kobert
Wliitaker, Clebourne; Dean Sher- the brotherhood of locomotive fire
ry, Cisco; John C. Townes, Hous- men, (iraer of Railway Conductor?
and the Switchmen's
ton.
Union of
Waco was selected as next year's xvortn America will begin Monday.
Union
leaders
the reregarded
meeting place.
The legion voted to issuo 27,000 sults of the trainmen's vote an Indication
rf the stand the other orcertificates of Indebtedness to provide for the paying back to the ganizations would take.
state treasury of $21,000 alleged l0
have been unlawfully expended out PASS CITY
MAN, 115
of a trust fund collected for
of building a memorial
YEARS OLD, IS DEAD
The
hospital for sick veterans.
'
hospital has since been built with
(By The Amiiirliitpd
funds aopropriuted by the state
KI Paso. Texas,
28. Juan
Sept.
legislature.
Flores, 115 years old, said to he
The balance of the $27,000 is to the oldest man
In El Paso, died
bo used to finance the Texas Le- here
today. Tits wire., int. Mr
gionnaire, a rminthly magazine, a old and a son, aged 80 survive.
copy of which is to be sent ,o each He had lived in this
city ten vears.
of the 20,000 members of the legion
Mr. Florfs
coming from Mexico.
in Texas.
as a hoy, witnessed the attainment
of Mexico's independence, whose
BOYS CHARGED WITH
centenary celebration was observed
STEALING AUTO TIRE throughout Mexico recently.

DIES

sive terms in
March 4 last.

Poultry Preparations. Sold by Vaio
Bros., 307 North First street.

Good Advice.
When you do not relish your
rood and fori rfn nnd stunld after
eating take a dose of Chamberlain's Tablets. They will rleansr
and Invlcornte
nur stomach and
bowels, make you feel like a new
man nnd give you an appetite llkf
a twelve year old boy.

COLD MEDAL.

retiring
Is

The world's standard remedy for
kidney
liver, bladder and uric acid trouble!

The finest oualitv of ernnnlaterl
loaf sugar Is used in the manufacture of Chamberlain's Couch
edy nnd the roots used In Its preparation give It a flavor similar to
maple syrup, making it quite pleasant to take. This is of much im
portance when a medicine must he
given to young children. It is famous for its cures.

n.

Famous since

1696.

keep in good health.

Tata

In three sizes, al
druggists. .Guaranteed is represented
po for the name Cold Modal on
iron
box and
OS
accept

Journal Want

imiUtiiD

Ads bring results

How To Keep You r siooi

Pore and

WE iolesonia

It Is the Person With Rich, Red, Norma! Blood The
lerson of Health and Energy That Meets with
Business and Social Success.

)

If your livestock and
ore
out of condition you willpoultry
find the

congress,

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
ricasant to Take.

s,

richt remedy for all diseases In the
International line of Stock and

When the body begins to stiffei
and movement becomes painfu
it is usually an indication that th
kidneys are out of order. Keej
these organs healthy by takini

(Ily The Anaoclnted Preia.)
Coltmilm..
Ohio, Sept. 2.?. Former Congressman C. L. V.r
of Ohio, oS d'ed tonlghn of mbaugh
jrlslits
disease.
He served fo-isucces-

rt

Billy Freelove and Geoiee Hun- day were arrested last nicht charg.
ed with stealing an automobile casing and Inner tube from the Mission garage at 415 North Fourth
street. The tire and tube are new.
The boys are about 14 years old
and will be arraigned in police court
this morning.

TO DEATH

-

A Lowered Vitality Is Usually Due to Waste
Product!
in the Blood.
When your blood Is Imnrnverluh. will
ed and loaded with wast products, blood Improve the quality of you
by relieving you of thewastt
you uon t get tne. run strength out products which
of your food, and as a consequence, blood and Its cruise Impoverished
allied troubles
?klri
you become
weak, nervous, and disorders, rheumatism and a
easily upset.
vitality.
.Vasre
products get into the
The same qualities which glv
blood mainly through
the Intes S. S. S. itS
l)fn.f irlll nff,in( l
tines, hut there are other
o.r!f?linS ,("' blood of waste jroducti
tor instance, the glands. Some
nik It extremelv rlpaira lila
DCLieiu
....,o
juices.
.
,
keeping your blood in good condi- ivhtln
- ntlifti--w;
wrt.iie proa- - "on.
nets. If thev fail in
f,,r.
v.,-n. at your druggist. Us
tion. waste products accumulate
As a result, nature strives to cast it strictly according to directions
and
write
Chief
Medical Director,
off the poisons. It may be through
S. S S
the, skin In the form of some skin Swift Specific Co.,
Laboratory, Atlanta, pa., for spedisorder, but It is not infrequent cial
medical
advice
for It to settle in the muscles and
(without
charge). He is helping people
Joints and cause rheumatism.
to
every
day
their
health
regain
For over 50 vears. thnnonnrla on.l
strength Ask him to send you
thousands of men and women have and
his illustrated
"FntH
relied on S. S. S. to clear their About the Blood" booklet
free. S. S S, ll
blood of waste products. S. S. S. sold
by all drug stores.

low-ere- d

--

uiKi-suv-
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DENTIST IS ARRESTED
ON CHARGE OF THEFT
(By The Auorlntcd PreM.)

Denver. Colo., Sept. 28.

j

Dr. Gil

bert I. Llninger, Pueblo dentist and
former army officer, was arrested
today at Pueblo on a charge of
theft of army dental supplies during August, 1919, while stationed
at Camp Jackson, South Carolina.

R. Lee Craft, special Investigator
of the department of Justice, said
s
shipped the army
Llninger
which he is alleged to have
appropriated for his own use. from
Camp Jackson to Rocky Ford,
sup-pile-

The Lights
of a Great City
rolls
Suddenly a black thunder-showover
the
is
up
city. Although it
are
switched on in thousands of
lights
offices and homes until the towering city looks
like an illuminated honeycomb. In many
great cities huge Exide Storage Batteries in
the central power stations are called on to
supply current through the emergency. So
powerful are these batteries, weighing hundreds of tons, that they can supply millions
of candle power. Nearly all the central station batteries in America are Exides.
-

er

mid-afternoo-

n,

L

-

Exide Batteries are used in scores of ways
to supply the current for the vast network
of telephone systems; to light trains; operate
switches and fire alarms; to propel mine
locomotives and trucks.

h

I

XiH

Mr

v

'"shH ft

i

When you need a new battery for starting
and lighting your automobile, the nearest
service station can supply you with an Exide
whose rugged power will add to your satisfaction in motoring and whose long life will
prove a true economy.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia

7

1
!
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you ha ve never

IFused

Lytona,

imimMig

you have missed

the most economical and efficient
baking powder

"
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Bake with
Lytona t
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BACA
Maria Baca. 7 years
old, died Tuesday night at her residence in Los Duranes. She Is survived by one brother. The body
was taken to Crollott's funeral parlors. Funeral arrangements will
be made today.
,

Oysters, Cat Fish, Halibut, Barracuda and Rock
Cod.
Man Bros. Meat

Market.

Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept. 29.
Six masked men, dressed in black

made.

DEATHS AND FUNERALS

par-lor-

Trail.)

SQUEEZED

i-

ant.

HATS

a

(By The Aanucinted

11GIIT GRASS I IKE
Berkeley. Calif., Sept. 2S. Ap
proximately 1,000 persons tonight
were combating a large grass
fire
m me inns back of the fashionable Claremont residence district
ine rire was threatening homes
nnn tne hotel Claremont.
All available fire apparatus in Oakland and
uerneiey was called out.

rt

State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court,
Frank Kuzuoka, Plaintiff, vs,
Amalia Bico Kuzuoka, Defend

SOFT FELT

nrn p

Hali-Roc-

op scrr.
notice
No. 13052.

Everybody's Wearin- g-

NEW OEF

k
Oysters, Cat Fish,
"R" Theater Last time today,
Paramount presents the popular but. Barracuda and
favorite Wallace Reid in a thrilling Cod.
Mari Bros. Meat
romance, "Too Much Market.
rollicking
Added
Sreed."
attractions, "Burton
Holmes Travelogue" and "Current

Llninger was arraigned before
United States Commissioner Wil
liam Vates at Pueblo and ordered
held for trial at Aiken, S. C. Three
brothers living in Denver furnished
Bidders will state the number of ball here for Llnlnger's release and
weather
working days In which appearance at Aiken for trial.
they propose to complete the whole
of the above work.
CONTROL RUSSIAN RELIEF
The city reserves the right to
(By The Associated Preai.)
or reject any or all bids.
Riga, Sept. 28. Herbert Hoover,
Each bidder will be required to head of the American relief ad
deposit with the City Clerk to the ministration has sent a telegram
credit ot the City of Albuquerque to tho Moscow branch of the
without
indorsement, a certified
warning its nead that
check of deposit In the stfm of ten nsither politics nor religion must
amount
enter into t' e distribution tit the
per cent (10) of the total
bid, as a guarantee that he will file charity. Fays a radio dispatch from
all bonds required and enter Into Moscow.
contract, if awarded to him. according to the terms of his bid GRASS FIRE UNDER CONTROL
within ten days after the certificaBerkeley, Calif.. Sept. 28. A
tion of the award. Should the con. grass fire burning In the hills back
tractor fail to file bonds In an ap- ot Berkeley ana which for a time
proved surety company or enter threatened to destroy the Hotel
Into a contract with the City of Al Claremont and homes In the fash
dis
buquerque, then the certified check ionable Claremont residence
shall become forfeited as .tquldated trict late tonight was believed by
damages, and the money realized authorities to be under control.
therefrom bo turned tnto the treas
ury of the City of Albuquerque.
JAMES N. GLADDING,
City Manager.

To the Above Named Defendant
you are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in
the said Court and County by the
above named plaintiff. In which
the said plaintiff prays for absolute
divorce on the grounds of abandonment.
And you are further
notified that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appear
nice in said cause ori or before the
14th day of November. A. D. 1921
Judgment will be entered In said
cause against you by default and
the relief prayed for- - granted.
The name of the plaintiffs attorney Is John W. Wilson, whose
address Is Albuquerque, N. M.
TRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk,
HARRY
F. LEE.' Deputy.
By

MEi

SANTA FE TRAIN
IS ROBBED NEAR
OKLAHOMA CITY

IERS

IN TEXAS ELECT

Repair Work Almost Com- Grand Army Parades
pleted; Fall Fishing in
Through Indianapolis
Streets Packed With Flag
Upper Pecos Waters Finest in Several Seasons.
Waving Citizens.

1021.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEK.
STORE WITH A NEW

II TIE

LEG ON

Fl

1

1

Pure Food

I

Wherever yon rfl thii ilea
you cn be coafident of k lltul
repair work oa every make of
battery; and, when you need
sew battery, the right tin
Xxide for your car.

1

1

i

ii

1
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VISIT THE NEAREST EXIDE SERVICE STATION
Alsuquerqua, Arno ITunlnf Electrlo Co. Ill W. Central
Oallup. Wation-Palr- e
Garaia.
Orenvllle. U O. Gueler.
B.l.n, c. N. Cunnlnsham.
Clayton, Pioneer Auto Company.
Oat
Rton.
City Oaraga.
Bant m Vecan, F. C. Orth, 1111 Douglas Art.
& Cloaaon.
Santa Fe, C'-nnFort Sumner, Fort Sumner Motor Company.
Texloo, Texlco Garaje.

I
r-

)

DODGE RSGAHNEH

DUES

16
--

National League.

I

W.

New York . ..
Pittsburgh. ,
St. Louis .
Boston
Brooklyn ..
Cincinnati ,
Chicago .

Braves Use Two Twirlers But Philadelphia
Are Unable to Stop Brook-

........

Pet.

(Br The Associated Press.)

--

.

Where Tney Play.
Pittsburgh at Bt. Louis.
Cooney, 8; Townsend, 1. Innings
pitched By Gordonler, 6; Ruether
Townsend,
4;
Cooney, 6
3
Struck out By Gordonier,
1; Ruether, 1; Cooney, 1.
3:

110
14

...

1ST PITIFUL

n,
y.

LIFE

All the physical suffering which may
be caused by nervoua Irritability, headaches, backaches, Indigestion, heart palpitation, etc., as a result of nerve force
compared
exhaustion, are nothing;
with Its uwful effects upon the mind
and 'will power."
The most pitiful sight In life Is a man
or woman who has "no will" who has
noble Impulses and desires but not
enough "will power" to carry them
The memory also falls, the
through.
judgment is bad and everything therefore seema to go wrong.
1 1 such cases, do not take mere stimulating mediclnea nor narcotic drugs
(which only further Injure your delicate
nervous system), but what you need is
something to put more nerve force Into
your nerves and mora Iron Into your
blood to help make new nerve force with
which to feed your starving nerve cells,
l'hls Is most effectively aCcompllnned
by the free use of Nuxated Iron. This
valuable product contains the principal
chemical constituent of active living
nerve force In a form which most resembles that In the brain and nerve
cells of man. It also contains strength-givin- g
organlo Iron for the blood and may
therefore be said to be both a blood
tnd nerve food. Over 4.000.000 people
are using tt annuslly. Satisfactory results
nra guaranteed to every purchaser or
ih manufacturers will refund your monLook for
ey. Beware of substitutes.
the word "Nuxated" on every package.
Bold by all druggists.

u

IfbrWed

BUto4.nghad

Endurance)

THE RED
ARROW
Points the way to a better,
faster Kodak finishing service.
Live dealers all over the state
are identifying themselves with
this service. Their places of
business are marked with the
cusgiant Red Arrow. Their
tomers know that the Red
Arrow Is the sign of quality
Next time
Kodak finishing.
you take pictures, remember
that the Red Arrow will take
Just as much care in finishing
them as you took taking them.

ALLElWEll
THIEF IS HELD

10

JURY

GHAMO

charged
Petronllo
Montoya,'
with entering a room at the Stur-ge- s
hotel nnd stealing 8127 from

the clothing of D. F. Morris and
J. P. Bush while they were asleep,
was bound over to the grand jury
yesterday by Judge W. W. McCle-la-ton
on 82,000 bond.
Falling
meet the bond, Montoya was committed to the sheriff and will be
held in the county jail until the
grand Jury meets next spring. beThe robbery was committeed
tween 2 and 6 o'clock yesterday
The thief took 8125
monnlng.
from Morris and two one dollar
The two bills
Bush.
bills from
were described by Bush and when
arrested, Montoya had two one
dollar bills which police say an- Mnrna
.
.wifntlnn
own (ha
'
Montoya, who was rooming at
me
the hotel, was suspected oi Ofrobbery, and when arrested by
afternoon,
Renfro
ficer
yesterday
had (127 in his pockets, including
rethe two bills which are said to desemble the ones formerly
It is said that
scribed by Bush.
some time ago there was a similar
theft at the hotel and that at that
time Montoya was registered there.
V

SEVERAL SEASON AND
STAKE RECORDS MADE
ON COLUMBUS TRACK
Several
season and stake records were
made at today's Grand circuit program. In the 2:12 trot, the Buckeye stake for 83,000, Grey Worthy
took the event from Jeannette
Rankin, being forced to trot the
which Is
second heat in 2:02
the season's fastest trotting mile
in a race. The gelding also lowered the record set for this event In
1917 by Early Dreams, two second
The other two heats were
easy for htm.
The Western Horseman Futurity
was won by
trot for 3 year-olds
Nelson Dillon.
The 2:15 trot was the event for
some misfortunes as well as good
racing. Doro Haines, winner of
the first two heats, "broke down"
and had to be drawn for the third
mile.
According to national rules she
lost the right to win the race but
Judges permitted bets to be paid
off on the auction on a winning
basis.
Wllstar won the deciding
heat and officially gets credit for
topping the summary:
Hal Mahone defeated Juno, the
Murphy entry In the 2:03 pace, after Panardo Jumped himself out In
a 2:00
first mile heat. Hal Mahone made a new record for himself when he paced in 2:01 flat to
win the second heat.
Jane the Great was an easy vic- Uor in the 2:08 trot, it being her
seventn win out or me last eignt
tarts.
Peter Manning, in an effort to
lower the track record of 1:59
made by him last week, trotted the
mile in 1:59 flat.
Columbus, O., Sept. 28.
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Connt League.
Los Angeles, 6; Portland, 8.
Seattle, 6; San Francisco, 4.
Oakland, 7; Salt Lake, 6.
Vernon, 8; Sacramento, 2.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Kansas City,
Louisville,
8;

rr

9.

GET RED ARROW
SERVICE AT

O. A. Matson's
SOS

West Central

Butts Drug Store
Central and First,

or directly from

THE RED ARROW
118 Sooth

Third.

Toledo,

1;

.......

St.

Indianapolis,,

Paul,

78
74
71

...59

58

I

66
67
73
72
75
80
91
96

.631
.620
.620
.613
.497
.170
.893
.830

7.

Milwaukee,

Columbus, 13; Minneapolis, 4.
POUND SALE.
On Thursday, the 29th of September, 1921, at 9 a. m., In front of
the city hall on North Second street,
I will sell one bay horse about 14
hands high, weigh 600 pounds, 8
years old, branded on left shoulder.
Also one horse burro, color brown,
branded on left hip.
J. R, GALUSHA,
City Marshal.

ATHLETICS HIT

TIE
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LOSE ON
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P OR THE MONTH

The Y. W. C. A. Cafeteria re
ret.ia.uj oiii.
the nignesi
ceived
score lor me muiun
sanitary tn
com.
eomnilatlon
thn
.,ricr
health
pleted yesterday by the conducts
which
Hpnnrtment.
The T. W.
monthly inspections.
BR.
w
Bracy'a Cafeteria
and the Harvey Cafe tied for.
second place wltn scores oi
a
The Rico Cafe was low with
"
score of 49.
was
markets
the
High score for
Meat
made by the Champion
Market, which scored 92. Three
score
of
a
other markets made
90,

Rcstnurants. .

82

Liberty Cafe
Ever Eat
People's Cafe
Braeey's Cafeteria

J
.i

94
84
4

'

Iceland Cafe.,
Liberty Cafe
Mecca Cafe
delphia outhlt Boston but lost Nick's Cafo
Pullman Cafe, (lulck service..:
errors.
Score:
through
Rico Cafe
Xsosron.
i
AB. R. H. TO. A. E. Savoy Cafe
i
1
8
Sturges' Hotel
Leibold, cf . . or
5 & 10c (A)
1
0
Foster, 38 ... 5
5
&
10c (Bl
4
Pratt. 2 b
Y. W. C. A. Cafeteria
0 10
0
Mclnnls, lb
Markets.
J. Collins, rf
..-.Central
Pittejoy, If .
t
Champion....
Scott, ss ...
A. & P
Walters, o .
Daily's
Pennock, j
Fa it's
34 5 7 27 10 1 Gilbert's 022 N.
Totals
Cash (3
4th)
Philadelphia,
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Highland
Hutchinson's
3
1
0
0
1
5
Witt, rf
1 Kizzar's
2
1
3
0
3
Dykes, 2b
Marl Bros
If . . 5 2 2 0 0 0 P. Vlchi
C. Walker,
2
1
0
0
0
5
Welch, cf
street
Third
Galloway, 3b .. 6 1 3 1 1 0 Ran Jose
8
1
1
.
0
4
2
.
.
ss
O.
K.
Calloway,
No. 1
0 Union
0
4
0
1 IB
J. Walker, lb-1
1
3
0
0
0
Myaft, C
Western
0
1
0
0
1
0 Mattcuci
.,
zJohnson
& Palladino
2
0 Plonror
0
0
0
6
p
Naylor,
1
0
1
0
0 O. K. No. 2
0
Barrett, lb
1
0
0
0
0
0
Freeman, a
-

78

i

i

.,

1- -1

:

,

o.

....
...

8
62
83

49
83

"
81

84
95

79

',z

a

88
"0
79
78
87
80
90
0

88
82
83

80
85

80
88

,82
81

PRESBYTERIAN SAN
BUYS MORE LAND ON
EAST GOLD AVENUE

An additional block of land on
East Gold avenue was purchnsed
sanatorium
by the Prenbytorlnn
yesterday, giving the institution
almost four full blocks of property In the highlands. The new block
of ten lots lays south of the sanatorium botwecn Gold and the alley? The sanatorium now owns the
block it occupies, the one directly
M'CABE IS HELD FOR
west and the greater part of the
U. S. COURT CHARGED
block, east In addition to the latest acquisition. It Is expected that
WITH JflAKING STILL the
Institution will expand in time
to utl'lze the majority of the land
V. G. MeCabe was bound over to it holHs.
the federal court under a $500
bond, after a hearing before Com- DIXIE CHAMPIONSHIP
missioner D. F. McDonald yesterIS WON BY FT. WORTH
day on the charge of making a
still for Sabattino Carmygninl, who
Is alleged to have manufactured
llq
Fort Worth. Texas, Sept. 28.
uor north of town. He furnished Fort Worth, twice victors in the
bond for his appearance In Santa Texas league today won their sec
Fe. McCabe is a sheet metal work- ond consecutive baseball championers and claims he merely made
ship of the south, defeating tin
Carmygnant a plain can.
team pennant winners of
Dominlck Fabe, 72 years old, Memphis
association, three to
was arrested at Springer, N. M., orj the southern
Joe Pate, the Panthers
nothing.
Monday in a raid on his place By left handed "ace" was hero of tothe federal prohibtlon officers and day's game as well as of the series,
the Colfax county sheriff's office. three
games of which he won.
Officers found a still and eighty-fiv- e
R. H. E.
Score:
gallons of prune and grape Memphis . v....
2
0
mash at his place, samples of
0
3
which were brought back to Al- Fort Worth
buquerque as evidence.
KILLED BY A TYPHOON
Toklo, Sept. 28. (by the AssoLOriSVILLE WINS PENNANT ciated
hundred
11a
Press.) Several
Rpnt. 28. Louisville
have been killed by a tytoday clinched the American asso persons In central Japan, centering
phoon
ciation pennant by winning a
the Islands of
from Kansas City. Be- upon Nagoya on
tMnl wftvn destroy
and
Colonels
6,
the
Oct.
ginning
Several
houses.
and
the Baltimore International league ed crops
club begin a nine game Series for steamers were sung ana many
are missing.
the minor league championship.
Let-bol- d,

Two-bas-

STApPITAL

Cafeteria Re- Mountain States' Expert Occeives Highest Grade With
cupies Most of the Day
MarMeat
Reading a Lengthy State95; Champion
ment As His Testimony.
ket Tops Market List.

(By The Assurlnted Trees.)
Sept. 28. PhilaPhiladelphia,

38 4 12 27 18 3
Totals
Batted or Myatt in eighth.
By Innings:
210 010 010 5
Boston
010 000 2014
Philadelphia
e
hits
Summary:
Pennock, C. Walker. Three-bas- e
runs
Home
hits Galloway.
Pratt, C. Walker. Stolen base
Calloway. Base on balls Off PenBy Naynock, 2. Innings pitched
lor 8, Freeman 1. Struck out
Pennock 5.

BEGIN 5 JIT

Y. W. C. A.

Philadelphia Makes Three
Cr'm raff,
Bobbles at Critical Mo- Charlie's
Cafe
ments and the Red Sox City Cafo Cafe
De Luxe
Take Long End of Score. Harvey Cafe

z

TH0S. W. LAM0NTT0
VISIT MEXICO CITV

TELEPHONE RATE

Pet.

Where They Play.
Cleveland at Chicago.
New York at Philadelphia.
Washington at Boston.

....
...

r"

:

mm

SCORE

Testerdey's Recalls.
Boston, 6; Philadelphia, 4.
No others scheduled.

1,

...

as a result
no
of nerve force exhaustion.

....94
,...93
....79

.........75
.9

Chicago, 3; Cincinnati, 1.
28. Chicago
Sept.
Chicago,
bunched hits in the fifth inning
today and scored two runs, enough
Score:
to bent Cincinnati.
Cincinnati.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E,
"
4
43 9 16' 27 11 3 Bohne, 2b
Totals
0
4
Crane, ss
Batted for Gordonler in 6th.
BONtOII.
Klmmick, 3b .. 3 0 0 0
1
4
A K. R. H. TO. A. E. Kopf, It
0.1
0 13
4
0 Fonseca, lb
0
0
5
5
1
1
Powell, cf
1
2
3
1
2
2
.
0
0
.
2
..
Bressler, 'rf
Christenbury 2b
2
1
3
2
0 1 1 2 0 Duncan, cf .
Barbaie, lib
3
3
0
Houthworth, if... 3. 2 2 4 0 0 Douglas, o .
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
Nixon, rf
Donahue, jp .
0
0
1
1
1
2
0
0
If
..1
Cruise,
zwlngo
0
0
0
Nicholson, lf....l 0 0 0 01 00 Geary. P
1
0
0
3
Boeckel, 3b
2
1
0
1
0
4
1
1
6 24 14
31
Holke, lb
Totals
1
4
3
1
0
4
Ford. as.'.
z
Donohue in the
Batted
for
1
O'Neill, c... ....4 0 1 3 0
seventh.
Cooney, p. ....... 22 0 0 10 21 00
Chlcaco.
0
0
Townsend, p
AB. Jl. H. TO. A. E.
rf . . 4 1 2 2 0 0
.36 6 8 27 14 3 Twombloy,
Totals
0
4
0
3
S
0
ss
Elliott,
1
1
0
By innings:
8
0
. . 3
004 1019 Klugman, 2b
Ill
8
0
Brooklyn
1
1
0
4
100 300 100 6 Deal. 3b
Boston
0
0
0
0
2
0
If
Barber,
Two-bas- e
Johnhits
Summary:
3
2
0
0 0
0
Powell. Thomas, cf
O'Neill,
ston,
Holke,
3, 1 0 114 0 00
Three-bas- e
hits Southworth, 2; Grimes, lbc
3
1
1
3
Home runs 01: O'Farrcll,
Cruise, Wheat.
0
0
3
0
0
1
base-M- yers. Martin,
p
Stolen
Ruether.
son,
0
0
0
1
0
1
Double plays Olson to zzFlack
0
0
0
1
0
0
Janvrin to Schmandt; Ford to Kaufman, p
Holke; Ford to Barbare to Holke.
1
3
14
6
27
27
Totals
Base on balla Off Gordonler, Tl;
zz Batted for Martin in fifth.
By innings:
000 001 000 1
Cincinnati
100 020 00X 8
Chicago . .'
wis uun-caSummary: Two-tas- e
Stolen bae Twom-blCrane.
Double play Bohne to Crane
Base on balls Off
to Fonseca.
:
Donohue 2. Innings pitched By
IN
Martin 6, Kaufman 4. Donohue 1,
Geary 1. Struck out By Donohue
is a man or woman who has 3 Martin 2, Kaufman 1.

SIGHT

W.

.620 New York
..88 60.597 Cleveland
84 66 .664 St. Louis .
79 72 .523 Washington .
75 .500 Boston . . .
81 .460 Detroit .
61 89 .407 Chicago . .
61 10Z .334 Philadelphia

Chicago, 3; Cincinnati,
Brooklyn, 9; Boston, 5.
No others scheduled.

Trim Cincinnati.

American Iesgue.

67

83

yesterdays Results.

lyn's Onslaught; Cubs

Boston, Sept. 28. Brooklyn batter gathered sixteen safe hits today and defeated Boston. Score:
Brooklyn.
AB. K. H. TO. A. E.
4 0
4
2
2
2b
Olson,
2
0
3
2
5
1
Johnston, 3b
3
0 0
1
6
1
Griffith, rf
0
0
2
3
2
3
Wheat, If
1
0
0
1
0 , 0
Neis. If
1
0
2
B
2
0
Mvers, cf
Schmandt, lb... 5 0 2o 64 12 01
4.0
.lanvrin, ts
0
1
3
2
2
B
Taylor, c
1
0
1
0
0
1
Gordonler, p
0
0 0
1
2
1
Kuether, p
0
0
0
0
1
Kilduff
J)

cut
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Santa Fer'Bept, 28. The tele
phone rate bearing before the corporation commission hardly more
than got under way today. R. N.
Morris, Denver, the Mountain State
Telephone and Telegraph .company
commerical engineer occupied the
stand practically ell day and rea.l
a lengthy typewritten statement as
his testimony. W. A. Keleher, Albuquerque city attorney, objected
to Morris' "paper" an the ground
that it contained argument instead
of a straight out statement of facts,
but his objection was overruled.
Morris said the company failed to
earn 8 percent on its "book value."
This figure, he indicated, was fixed
by the company as a fair return.
Keleher questioned him as to the
relationship between the Mountain
States, The American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and the
Western Electric Company. Witness said the AT. and T. company
owned 73 per cent of the Mountain
States stock end better than 90
per cent of the Western Electric
stock. The Mountain States, he
said, bought supplies from the
Wostern
Electrlo because they
could get them more cheaply from
this company. Keleher's
brought to light the fact
that although the company's book
was
value
given as $2,278,295.15
the valuation for taxation by tin
tax commission was only $1,292,-69Morris said no court had evei
held the taxable value and the
value interchangeable.
They were different, although thin,
ho said, was unfortunate.
Milton Smith, Denver, vice president and general counsel of the
Mountain States, made the openina
statement for the company and
said the company expected to prov
the exchange rates, toll charges and
other charges fair and Just. The city
of Albuquerque was the only complainant represented at the hear-

New York, Sept. 28. Thomas W.
Lam on t, of J. P. Morgan and company as acting chairman of the
International Committee of Rankers on Mexico, will leave for Mexico City Friday to confer with government officials on the proposed
liquidation of Mexico's external obligations,
y
Ho will be accompanied by exBritish, French, Belgian,
perts,.
Dutch and Swiss banks and Investors are members of the international committee to which Mr. Lamont
will submit a statement of his discussions with Mexico.
Germany also has large holdings
of Mexican bonds, but will have no
place on the committee, which was
organized during the war.
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FINE

HEAVY-WEIGH- T,

GAUGE

BLUE

SUITS

SERGE

S45

Most men will be interested in the announcement that we are showing an
t,
interesting selection of
fine gauge blue serge suits at $45.00.
and come in double
They are
breasted, two and three button single
breasted and smart sport styles.
heavy-weigh-

all-wo-

MARTIAL "LAW PROCLAIMED.
Budapest, Sept. 28. Martial law
has beeVi proclaimed in Transylvania. Rumania, as a result of
strikes and disorders, according to
dispatches received today. Railway and telephonic communication
has been Interrupted.

ol

All Sizes, $45

Zona Gale, noted authoress, has
been selected chairman of the Wisconsin State library board.
Women are too emotional to
make successful detectives, says
the veteran head of the detective
bureau of Baltimore.

BROTHERS

EUBANK

Phone

118 West Central

women and girl
musicians of Herlngton,
Kanft,
m-up the only wojnan's chartUnited
States.
ered band in the
Twenty-seve-
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Straight Virginia

tobacco . . ."the tobacco man's tobacco"

IK

the kind they

. . .

smcke themselves . . .
the kind you get in
Piedmonts.

g

ing.

DRY BILL IS PASSED.
Baton Rouge, La., Sept. 28.
The senate also passed a concurrent resolution petitioning congress to modify the Volstead act to
permit the sale of light wines and
boors.
Tho Summit of Excellenco.
Every possible method Is belnc
used in an endeavor to prepare ef- fective- - remedies which are pleas
ing to the palate and plenpint in
effect. People now know that It
Is not necessary for a medicine to
be disagreeable or nauseous to the
taste or harsh in its action in ordei
to produce the best results. The
modern remedy must ne easy 10
take and gentle In action; It must
soothe Instead of irritate. The
point of perfection has almost been
reached in the preparation of
Chamberlain's Tablet. They have
harsh ca
superseded the old-tithartic in many nomea ana ror
biliousness and stomach
troubles are excellent.
ii
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from down where
the good tobacco grows

Myers Tobacco Co.
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Tanlac Accomplishes
Remarkable Results
In Geo. H.Nickle Case
Says Tanlac Promptly

MM AD T
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STANEREK

Man

Wisconsin

Re-

lieved Him of Bad Case
of Stomach Trouble of Six

PLANNED FOR THE

Months' Standing Gains
27 Pounds and Feels Fine
--

As

a Fiddle.

r

"

V

if!

:

It is an unquestionable fact that
Tanlac is now being more widely
endorsed by well known men and
women than any other medicine on
the American market. One of the
latest to testify is George H. Nickels, well known lecturer, residing
at 227. Wells St.. Milwaukee.
"Tanlao has not only completely
restored
my health, but I have
27 pounds
in
gained
actually
weight," said Mr. Nichols in reto
the remarkable benefits
ferring
he had derived from the medicine.
"For something over six months,
my stomach was very badly disordered. I suffered terribly from
At
and Dyspepsia.
Indigestion
times I would be in great distress
and I would invariably experience
an uncomrortaoie bloated feeling
for hours after eating. I had no
appetite scarcely and the little I ate
would often make me deathly sick.
My head ached until I felt like it
would burst and I was so nervous I
trembled like a leaf. When I got
up in the mornings, I was so weak
and dizzy, I couldn't trust myself
to walk around and t just hurt all
over.
"Tanlao has brought about a
wonderful change In my condition
for I an now enjoying the very
best of health. My appetite is
splendid. I relish my meals. Everything agrees with me perfectly.
The nervousness, headaches
and
.

STURDY TYPE OF MAN
THE TONING DOWN QUALITIES OF THE ST4NEREK SUIT IDEA
AND ITS INFLUENCE TOWARD AN ERECT POSTURE IS RECOG-

'f.

.ITt
i"
i

.

X

f

NIZED AS A SPLENDID STYLE GARMENT FOR THE SUB.
STANTIAL BUSINESS MAN. THIS FASHION PARK STYLE IS
FEATURED IN THE CURRENT ISSUE OF THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST.
DOLLARS
AND MORE

FORTY-FIV- E

GEORGE

r.l.
S.

dizzy spells are all gone and I never
have an ache or pain. I am only
too glad to tell others about th
wonderful good Tanlao has done.
It has no equal."
Tanlao is sold in Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
the leading druggists everywhere.
(Adv.)
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MAIIDELL CLOTHIERS, Inc.
Phoafi 153
V
Albuquerque, N. M.
"Fashion Park Clothiert"

116 West Central Avenue,

1
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Br Edna Kent For be.

Fine Cold Cream.
Rose water, 4 ounces.
Almond oil, 4 ounces. '
Spermacetti, 1 ounce.
White wax, 1 ounce.
Tincture of benzoin, 1 drachm.
This is made in the usual way.
The white wax and spermacetti and
the oil are melted together and the
rose water and besoln, slightly
warmed, are added, the whole mass
being beaten up until It begins
to turn creamy. Then pour it off
into Jars. Thirty grains of powdered borax may be added to the rose
water if you wish the cream to bo
whiter and slightly more astringent.
Olive oil may be substituted for the
almond oil if you prefer.
This cream should be used If the
skin Is dry. Since It is cleansing
and also nourishing, it should also
be used for treating wrinkles. An
ordinary cold cream is no good at
all for this.
The only effective way to use cold
cream is to open the pores of tha
skin by holding cloths wrung from
hot water over the face. The cream
is then massaged in, and what re
mains on the surface of the skin la
An
ped off with a dry cloth.

'

rub or an astringent should ba
used afterward. The combination
of nourishing cream and an astringent is excellent for keeping
the sMr. youthful.
Mother. Almost any hair may
bo trained to curl, if the hair is not
too coarse. As your little girl is so
young, there is no reason why her
hair will not train into finger curls,
or fluffed by turning the ends into
ringlets. Try the Bpft kid curlers
to start the training and only curl
the ends of the hair, while you are
keeping it bobbed.
Peggy. Drink plenty of milk to
gain in weight, and be liberal n
using butter, or mayonnaise that is
made with olive oil. A tablespoon-fu- l
of this oil three times each day
will aiso fatten and if taken with
the same amount of grape Juice, the
oil Is not tasted.
The ten pounds
that you need should not take long
to aequire,-iyou do this.
Deapcndent. When the bust appears too largo," the effect may
usually be changed by wearing the
corset loosened at the waistline.
The straight,
dress, which
is very loosely confined below ten
means
of de
a
be
w.'.i
also
waist,
tracting from any over development of tho bust. With very young
girls, a large bust merely t.gnffies
an unevenness in growth and tin
proportions are much better alter
they hive .fully developed. Learn
how to uress so this will not be so
noticeable, which is much bettor
than tiying to reduce the bust by
artificial means.
Ice

o'no-pie-

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED
By JAXB PHELPS.
REALIZATION.

Chapter

99

I had received a wonderful lot
tor from Junior. It was nearing
vacation time and he would soon
be with us. I was delighted that
he had done so well in his studies.
He had sent me his report and
with that, and his letter in my
hand, I hurried into the study to
thow them to Dick.
I" I had found the letter upon my
f return from an errand to the
town. I had no thought of being
quiet, but evidently I had made
no noise to warn Dick of my return. The study door was not
latched.
I Just touched it, and
it opened a trifle, noislessly.
It seemed to me that all my lifetime hi.d been filled with tho
agony I felt as I saw Juanita in
Dick's arms and heard his words
of love passionate words such as
'
h used to' me when wo were first
married, and which I never had
,1 forgotten in all the years;
M
motionless
I stood
("taring
through that opening. Minutes
seemed
like
hours.
that
passed
W Then as Dick released Juanita
with a long kiss upon her lips, I
ii' T.uiuea ana uuu iu my room unu
ine auor.
Why I had not screamed out at
in
agony I do not know. I
j them
shut my eyes that I might not see
her in his arms, that I might not
see the look on his face that
look of passionate adoration.
As invariably happens in times
of great mental stress, minute
matters will obtrude so then the
way Juanita was dressed came to
me. The clinging gown of
phlre blue showing every line of
her slender figure, the velvet band
that held the riotous blonde hair
in some semblance of order, yet
which accentuated its disorder at
the same time, the blue slippers a
daring daytime costume, but tho
sort she always affected.
I seemed to hear hysterical
weeping somewhere, moaning, and
did not realise it came from my
own Hps until I put my hand and
found blood where I had bitten
them In my effort not to scream
out my agony and rebellion.
There was terrible bitterness in
my heart. I had been so trust
ful of their friendship, so sure of
Dick.
"It Is all your fault, a part of
Had you been
your punishment.
a good wife in the beginning, Dick
never would have seen Juanita,
never have known her."
I knew that was
even as a thought, yet it added to
I rose, stagger
my unhapplness.
ing as from weariness, and bathed
face.
my
"What should I do,?"
Something
whispered keep
quiet, play a part, win him back,
her.
from
away
But could I? Could I play a
part? And if I could was it not
toTMate?
I looked around at the dainty
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SIDE AND BACK
Caused by Woman's Ills and
Cured by Lydia EJPinkhara's
yegetable Compound
'
in r Vafton. Pa. "I was troubled with

immation and pains in my aides
and back. After
doctonngwith different doctors and
not getting relief,
rV
I had almost given
up hopes when my
sister told me of
's
Lydia E.
Vegetable
Compound, and
knowing that she
had ..really been
helped by it, I
w
I
purchased
was unable to do mv work at that
time, but after taking several bottles
of the Vegetable Compound can
now do anything about the house or
farm that a woman should do. I have
a four months old baby that is the
healthiest and biggest Daby for his
age that I have ever seen, and I give
Lydia B. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound all the praise for my heal th. ' '
Mrs. Blair L. Fisher, R.D.l,Box 37,
Fink-ham-

it
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Working early and late lifting,
earrviwr. and the heaviest of house- tyv' hold duties is it any wonder that it
results in backaches and kindred ills.
i (
If', But every woman who suffers as Mrs.Fisher did should profit by her experrerace una Kiva uyai a. rmKnam I
Vegetable Compound a fair trial

's
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(PHirrlnl forrcunondf nrp to The Journal.)

Chicago, Sept. 28. Willi more
than COO former soldiers, sailo.-and marines applying daily for any
k.nd of employment, the American
Legion's servlro bureau hero announces It has reached a record in
supplying 100 jobs a day and pbadr,
for manufacturers, business and
professional men and even
and sportsmen to provide t!.e
remaining 500.
Twenty-fiv- e
strapping young
several of them overseas
men cited for valor on France's
battlefields, were placed as cad
dies at a Park Ridge golf torna- s

liouue-w.H-

large corporation and manufacturer in Chicago and housewives ar
'icing solicited to try the
police's skill at scrubbing, cooking
and house cleaning. A similar
vice bureau la working at Pprln;r-fiel-

d.

The Illinois department of the
Legion soon will open an old hotel
in the "loop" district where lodgwill be giving, food and
en the jobless clothing
young men. With
the public responding to the cry
to "Say It With a Job," conditions
among unemployed service men
aro improving daily and these are
much better than those which pr-i- n
the East.
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OFOISARMAMEMT
A call to ai club women of New
Mexico to take a definite stand

favoring disarmament beforo the
coming conference has been issued
by Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, presi-leof the general federation of
women's clubs. Every club in the
state Is ashed to devote a November meeting to the subject and the
state convention is asked to take
up the issue.
In June the directors of the general federation unanimously passed
a resolution urging the president
of the United States to call an international conference to plan for
a reduction of armaments. The
success of this conference which
will be held on November 11 will
depend upon the pressure of public
opinion under which it works, says
Mrs. Winter.
"All of the things we club women work for, citizenship, education, publlo health, good Institutions, conservation, home life, child
welfare, art, music, literature, are
arts and activities of peace," says
Mrs. Winter. "War sweeps them
Into the dust heap. The very permission to live at all, the very existence of our children, the building up of all that makes life worth
living depends upon choking down
another war. We must band together to back tha leaders of our
government In their attempts to
secure the future safety of the
world."
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father-in-law-

ment, luckily receiving however,
CONDITIONS AMONG
iha legion bureau announces,
a
UNEMPLOYED SERVICE
higher wage than that ordinarily
followers of the dotted spherMEN ARE IMPROVING paid
oid. Letters have been sunt every

THURSDAY
Dance at Elks club for min
istrel show cast at 9 p. m.
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The native lames or Morocco are
very particular about tho preservation of their complexions.
They
wash their faces in rose water in
which
kernels
baked
and
apricot
By LAURA A. SIRKS1AN,
powdered are introduced.
Sometimes they apply a wash which
contains red radish scrapings powANSWERED LETTERS.
dress. Take a small sample of the dered,
goods and experiment with it beA Bedouin marriage does not
Toung Reader: "Can you print fore risking the entire dress.
much time. The bridegroom
a recipe for pepper relish made
A
Reader:
"Please publish take
kills a sheep and spills the blood
with the large red peppers, the recipe for Corn Relish."
on
the sand of his
Answer:
ComCorn Relish:
small red (and very hot) peppers
threshold, and the wedding is over.
the following ingredients:
and the green peppers? My aunt bine
cup
chopped
onion,
cup
used to make it with these ingredichopped green and red pepper
ents and it was a favorite in our mixed, 7Si cups chopped fresh
family, but we have lost the corn, and 3 4 cups of chopped
cabbage (put all these separately
recipe."
Answer: Old Time Pepper Rel- through the food chopper, measurNow mix all
ish: 12 green peppers, 12 large red ing after chopping).
peppers, 4 small hot peppers, 3 these chopped vegetables well in
cups sugar, 1 the preserving kettle and add to
large onions, 1
tablespoon salt, and 4 cups vine- them 2 cloves of garlic, Vt cup of
the
Put
cup
gar.
peppers through the salt, 2 cups of sugar and
meat grinder, then put the onions of elder vinegar and itt boil slowMix 1 ounce
ly for 45 minutes.
Simmer pepthrough separately.
pers and onioi.s separately for 10 dry mustard to a paste with a very
minutes in boiling water to cover, little mure vinegar ninl add this
then drain. Now mix the chopped to the cool.ed vegetables; kt slm-m10 ml.iutes end turn Into hot.
onions with the chopped peppers
in the preserving kettle, add the sterilized iars and seal.
K. B.: "Kindly toll mo how 1
vinegar, sugar and salt and let
boll for 20 minutes.
Seal at once could remove a statu made by a
on my white kid
in hot, sterilized Jars. This is very flower-stedelicious.
gloves? I have had them cleansed
Constant Reader: "Is there any but that did no good."
Answer:
Ammonia and waler
way to restore the color of a pale
pink crepe dress after it has been ought to remove tho stair., or alnow
cohol.
But
that you have had
abound
yellowed by perspiration
the neck and shoulders and after the gloves cleansed it may be
it has been laid away for several little harder to get the stain out.
seasons?"
Try first cither grain or wood alAnswer: No, there is no way. cohol, applying it with a sponge.
Hostess: "I am giving a 'Poor
Tor, anything that would tnke out
the perspiration stains would take Man's Party' at wh oh every' hing
out the color".' Perspiration on a is to be inexpensively done.
colored dress acts chemically on suggest table, favors something
the dye and there is little to be that will imply economy."
Small brass pencil
Answer:
done. But I would advise you to
This
try dyeing your dress an bid rose holders with eraser on end. econoYou will help your guests to
to cover the yellow marks.
may do this with a regular dye mize by using the'r shoit stubs
or by soaking a piece of red crepn of pencils.
Tomorrow
Putting up the
paper in water until it has colored
the water, then dipping in the Grape,

SPANISH EAR RINGS
ADORN NEW HATS

'

-
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

BEAUTY CHATS
A SUPERIOR COLD CREAM.
The cream that I talk about moat
often In this space Is a cleansing
cream made with mineral oil and
the usual wax and spermacetti. But
there la another formula for a cold
cream which Is not only cleansing
but flesh building as well. The
formula is as follows:

ugu-zin-
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By noise.
Things Spanish are appearing In
every conceivable manner on all
tho fashionable frocks, wraps and
hats. Evening gowns hint strangely of full skirts, tight bodices and
much lace and spangles. Hats are
sometimes worn with these frocks
to complete the Spanish effect.
Tho street hats, however, which
milady will wear with suit and
frock this season aro far more
Spanish than a Castanet itself. The
newest tendency is to have spangles, black lace veils or large ear
rings reminiscent of old Spain
trimming every new hat. Toreador
shapes with tiny daggers hanging
wickedly from tho edge of the
brim, long loop ear rings of black
or colored glass or ivory. Jet orna
ments and long draped veils of
black lace or tiny nes which bare
ly veil the eyes are all used exten
sively this fan.
Pictured here Is a modish tur
ban of soft silk plush.
It is
trimmed with a regular stockade
or varnisned black ribbon and in
d
addition two huge
ear
rings of Jet give tho necessary
pear-shape-

spanisn air.

room, a part of the home I loved
so dearly, and my glance fell on
fne letter rrom junior, on the report which had so gladdened me,
Both were lying on the floor twist
ed and torn. In my agony at the
knowledge that the boy's father
cared for juanita I had forgotten
him. They were bruised and torn
like my heart.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE
PRAISE AQUA HEATER
The Junior class of the domestic
science department of the state
university attended a demonstration of the Aqua Instantaneous
electric water heater at the Hun-in- g
electrical shop
afternoon as a part of yesterday
their investigation work in household management.
The girls and their instructors,
Mrs. Walter Simpson
and Miss
Edna Roy, were considerably interested in the apparatus which
heats water instantaneously to any
desired temperature by means of
electricity. The class inquired into
all the details of installation and
operation.
The household management class
is making a series of visits to the
plants in the city which provide
for the household needs such as
the
which was
visited last week.dairy,
The girls are
individual
making
Investigations
of all labor saving devices for the
home and reporting on them in
class. There are twenty-tw- o
girls
In the domestic science
department, nearly all pf them majoring
in the work.

I gathered them up and tender
Then
ly smoothed them out.
reread the letter written In Jun.
lor's boyish scrawl with trembling
lips, but eyes dry and smarting.
For the boy's sake, came the
whisper.
I heard the front door open and
close. Juanita was going. I went
to the window and behind the
draperies I watched her glide
down the street with her sinuous
walk, watched her until I could
see her no longer because of a
turn at tho corner, and knew in
my heart that below me in the COMMERCIAL CLUB OF
window
stood
another
study
watcher knew it as well as if I RAMAH GIVES WEDDING
had seen him.
PARTY FOR NEWLYWEDS
Had I needed confirmation, the
closing of the study door after (Special Correspondence) to The Jon nil.)
Juanita had passed from sight
Raman, N. M., Sept. 2. The
would nave given it me.
commercial club
a wedding
For an hour longer I struggled party for a Homergave
E. Powers and
with my pain, with myself. I knew his bride,
Miss Vera Glass
i would not be missed, that Dick or uauup. formerly
would think me still in town, or
Mr. Powers Is count arrlcnltur.
with someone who wished work ai agent of McKlnley county and
done.
nas neipea tne Raman farmers
At the end of that time I again and ranchmen
bv his advice, heln.
bathed my face, changed to a ful literature and constructive
more becoming gown, and went work among them.
down stairs. I tappen on the
About 200 people attended the
study door.
party, which was a dance and en
"Still busy,
Dick?" I asked, tertainment with a wiener roast
speaking as naturally as possible. held around a camp fire In front
"Yes,- will you come in?" but of Lambson hall. A committee of
his quick drawing of loose leaves
made up of Tom Palm
toward him told me he had not er, J. D. Wowrere,
Jesse Johnson
been working since Juanita left, and Duane Hamblin officiated over
but thinking of her.
the camp fires and saw that all
were served to the hot sapdwlch- INFANTILE PARALYSIS.
o wim cocoa ana coitee.
Las Vegas. Sent. 28. A case of
The Ramah orchestra furnished
infantile paralysis has been dls the music while a ouartette of
covered in the home of W. K. Mc. school girls accompanied by Mrs.
Kinley, on North Ninth street. The Smith on
ukulele sang several
case has been quarantined and selections the
and Mrs.
acthere is no fear that the disease companied by her Powers,,
sister, Miss
will spread to other children.
Glass, whistled several solos. u
rs
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"SPICK AND SPAN AND
MY HANDS NEVER TOUCHED THE DISHWASHER"
Miss Lucy Davis tries out mi::
socks on l irtli Avenue.
The rolled hose is an old stor
after a summer of bare knees an
short Bkirts, but Lucy Day, a fa
New York mias, has given Fifi
avenue a treat to something real,
new. She calmly strolled down tli
avenue the other day wearin,
men's socks which reached som
four inches short of the short skii
hem. "I wore them all summer o
the beach and found them coo
comfortable and convenient, an
Just could not resist keeping It it
even on the avenue of avenues,
she explained.

WILL PROVIDE BED FOR
EACH SERVICE MAN AND
WOMAN AT CONVENTION.
(Special Correspondence to Tho Jonrnnc
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 28. Pro
viding real beds for a whole Amer-

ill

ican army corps, the "'members ol
which a few years ago, after experiencing French barns and hay
mows and stony army cots, informed the world that they had idea.-otheir own about beds, is the
monumental task about to be ac
complished y this city, according
to a report of the hotel and homing committee of the third nations:
convention of the American Legion
to be held here Oct. 31, Nov.
and 2.
Each of the 100,000 service mci,
and women, delegates and visitor?
to the gathering of the Legion one
its Auxiliary will be furnished a
bed. A city wide canvass shows
that accommodations
for more
than 60,000 ere available In homes
of the city. Between 15,000 and
25,000 will he housed as guetts of
friends and relatives. From 800 to
500 Fullma-car- s
will be sidetrack
ed in the city and arranged with
hotel conveniences. Hotels In the
downtown district have reserved
5,000 rooms for tne visitors.
National officers and the 4,000
delegates of the Legion, along with
75 newspaper correspondents who
will report the convention, will fill
the principal hotels. Other Legionnaires and visitors will be billeted
in private homes.
Women of Rou'manSa are to be
given the communal vote, under
the provisions, of a measure now
before, tha parliament of that country and which is exnected to hit
adopted with little opposition.
3

Get a Western Electric DislnvasHer an'd Kitch'en Table ancl you put an end
to drudgery at the kitchen sink meal after meal.
Vith this remarkable appliance to do the work for you, your part is reduced to putting the dishes in the dishwasher and in less than fifteen minutes
taking them out washed spotless and dried In the bargain.
VVitH

r

a .Western Electric you sav Goodbye, old dishpan and greasy dishcloth's.-

Let Electricity

Wash

the Dishes for You

s

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service."

Phone

93
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A LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS.
Small denominational schools, whether Protestant or Catholic, are the lights In the darkness in
certain sections of New Mexico. The old Spanish
civilization of this state existed for centuries as
civian Isolated thins, far from our Anglo-Saxo- n
lization. It lost Its ability to grow and has stood
The people were without op
still for centuries.
portunity for education or even of observation of
those who had profited by education. Only a few
dynamio spirits, who would not be denied, have
been able to overcome the environment and rise
above it by finding a way to procure an education.
Were these people intermingled with our other
races they would soon respond to the Infection of
contact with education.
They possess ample native ability. But they are still an isolated people,
living far back from modern civilization. .
Those who have guided publlo thought in
New Mexico during the past twenty-fiv- e
years are
to be bitterly condemned that they have wilfully
refused to grapple more energetically with this
Powerful appeals made to the governproblem.
ment during territorial days, pointing out vigorously
the importance to America of education among
these peoples,! would have brought great appropriations for government schools among them. Our
leaders were not leaders in fact.
EduThey lacked both vision and unselfishness.
cation would have resulted in leaving these people
less susceptible to mass control'. The "bosses"
wanted no such thing.
A solution is vital to America. But It is everybody's business In general and nobody's in particular. The dynamics of religion, supplying the
spirit, must work out this problem.
The small schools for the education of Spanish
speaking boys and girls are lights in the darkness.
But they are only tiny candle lights. The movement Is too small to be effective quickly.
The great religious organizations of New Mexico should hold a great Joint conference on the
problem of Americanization and should go to the
Christian people of the United States with an
ambitious
program for s the solution of this
P
.
question.
mls-sloa-

Science is about to reveal how to make gold and
silver. It is announced.
Bootleggers already know
how.

Her "Jewels" may be her
occupation, nevertheless.
sons and daughters and her reward may be less
financial but she has it in the satisfaction of having
done a woman's par,t in rearing a family. It does
not fall to every woman to give such service, but
to whomever it is given to be a wife and mother,
the reward is not less though it is expressed in

A

CUP OF KINDNESS WHERE DIPLOMACY AND REASON FAILED

ARRETS
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The State College at Las Cruces is to have a
"pep" day on October 21. On that day the alumni
of the institution and the citizens of the community
will seek to Infect the new student body with the
school spirit and a love and loyalty toward the
institution. A great day full of Interest and enthusiasm is being planned.
,
A school consciousness
is necessary to the
success of any of these institutions. Without it no
The alumni of our colleges
school can prosper.
usually wait until the end of the school year, when
the students are about' to return home, to hold
their meetings. The yeast of love in the alumnal
heart, is not imparted to the student body in time
to leaven the loaf. This "pep" day is an effort
to cure the defect.
W. A. Southerlln and other leaders among the
alumni, are to be congratulated upon their decision
to put some lay energy behind the State College.
We predict that the effect will be instantaneous.
Every school in the state should follow the
lead established at Cruces,
.The British premier may welcome that toothache, sines it is generally known toothache makes
one forget all other troubles.
WHICH WOMAN PREFERS.

In normal times, 20 out of each 100 persons
engaged in gainful occupations in the United States
are women. At present it is believed that 8,000,000
women and girls are at work and that a fourth
more will be when industry reaches normal conditions. This invasion of women applies to almost
every tl"id of enterprise.
Yet
f se figures take no account of the vastly
greater number of women who are not classed as
in "gainful occupations," yet perform the natural
The woman
function of women homo making.
who is a home maker may not be able to count
her Income in dollars as accurately as the other
who draws a fixed salary, yet she Is in a gainful

d,
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Ordinary scrubbing will not bo enough for
movleland. There will have to be a lot of scouring.
TEACHING

11--

flpvi-nt-

NATIONAL HATRED.

A a means of promoting friendly relations be
tween the English-speakin- g
nations, a prominent
Canadian, visiting in the United States, urges that
passages in our school books of a kind to arouse
national hatred in the children should be eliminated.
He does not elucidate by citing speclfio examples
of the passages objected to; but it is presumed
that he refers to the accounts in history
of he wrongs that the American colonists and the
young republlo suffered at the hands of the
British.
It is true that children can be told these things
in a way which wtll form in their minds a lasting
prejudice against England; and it is desirable that
that should be avoided. On the other hand, however, it would be a mistake to forget or gloss over
that part of our history. The tnuth should be
contain untruthful state
taught. If our
ments or unfair comment, such passages should
be amended to conform with fact and Justice.
Whether children acquire hatred of any nation
The
In school depends largely on the teacher.
latter, while giving Instruction concerning our early
history, should make It plain that the England
of George III was a vastly different nation from
the England of today, and can help to Inculcate
a friendly feeling for Britain, to offset whatever
prejudice may be aroused by the story of the revolution, by pointing out that English soldiers and
American soldiers fought side by side as friends
and allies in the world war.

(Irat-clas-
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VERSE OF TODAY
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WHEN FINIS COMES.
When finis comes, the book we close,
And somewhat sadly fancy goes,
With backward step, from stage to stage
Of that accomplished pilgrimage
The thorn lies thicker than tho rose.

3 Yot

)

that no one knows
unreached that none suppose;
on every page,
faults!
flaws!
what
What
When finis comes.
There is

Xf

'

so much

So much

.

Bedtime

Still they must pass! The swift tide flows,
Though not for all the laurel prows.
age,
Perchance, in this
The worker, mainly, wins his wage
And time will sweep both friends and foes
When finis comes.
Austin Dobson.

Storieb

For Little Ones
By Howard

B.

himself and soon he came to a
field where stood a scarecrow. A
scarecrow, you know, is an old
ragged coat and trousers and a
hat full of holes. It is a
tramp man, stuffed with
straw, and It Is put In a cornfield
to scare away the crows. Now,
as the farmer's corn was fully
grown, so that the crows could not
harm it, there was no use for
the scary Imago.
"I'll Just take it,'' said Uncle
Wiggily. And as the scarecrow
was not very large he managed to
drag It from the field over on the
woodland path.
Now this path was the very one
along which Nannie Wagtail, or
'Little Waltie' as her mother called
her, would have to come on her
way home from the store.
Uncle Wiggily stuck the
up near a tree, and the Image
looked Just like a bad tramp man
ready, to spring out at whoever
should como along.
Having done this, Uncle Wiggily
seated himself on a stump, in plain
view and waited.
He pretended
to be reading a paper, and in a
make-belie-

Garlt
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CRISP PARAGRAPHS
MAYBE SHE WAS AN HEIRESS.

UNCLE WIGGILY AND LITTLE
WAITIE.
Uncle Wiggily was hopping past

the house of the Wagtail goat
family one day when he heard
Mrs. Wagtail call:

Will you please
"Oh, Nannie!
come and dry the dishes?"
"In a minute,
Mother! Just
wait a minute!" bleated Nannie
in a pleasant voice.
Uncle Wiggily stood still and
twinkled his pink nose thoughtful-like.

"I suppose," he said to himself,
"that Nannie is Jumping rope or
or
playing
marbles, baseball
somothing like that."

But when Uncle Wiggily looked
over the fence into the Wagtail
yard he saw Nannie standing
there, sort of kicking among the
dried leaves with her hoofs. And
then Mrs. Wagtail called again:
"Come, Nannie, my dear! If you
don't dry the dishes when they are
hot out of tho rinsing water they
will not be shiny."
"Walt
a
Mother!"
minute,
begged the little goat girl.
"If I hear you say that again I
shall have to call you 'Little
Wattle' instead of my Little Nannie!" said the mother goat with
a smile.
"Oh, I'm coming!" said Nannie
ALL HAIL, MEXICO.
She went into the house, but
not as quickly or as Joyously as
(From The Cincinnati Enquirer)
Uncle Wiggily had always seen her
Mexico's greatest national celebration now Is skip along. And when
Mrs. Wag
in full swing-- .
One hundred years have passed tail came out on the stoop to get
since freedom from Spain was won. Festivities a breath of fresh air after washare rife throughout the entire nation.
ing the dishes, while Nannie dried
Many things have come to pass the last cen- them, the rabbit gentleman said:
tury, the century of most tremendous achievement
"That's a new name you have
in all' the ages of recorded time.
The Genius for your little girl, isn't; it Mrs.
of Change has led Mexico from the bondage of Wagtail?"
lgnoranco and tyranny, through successive stages,
I
"Oh, hello, TJncle
to her present apparent position of stability. The didn't know you were Wiggily!
there!" said
future lies fair before the republic.
Mrs. Wagtail.
"Why, yes, of late
It is a far cry from the splendors and cruelties I have been calling Nannie by the
of the ancient Aztec civilization, through the oppres- name of 'Little Waltie.' She so
sion of the Spanish conquerors, the turmoils of often asks me to wait a minute
many revolutions, the imperial dreams of Iturbide when I tell her to do something."
and the unfortunate Maximilian, the iron reign of
"Hum!" said Uncle Wiggily, and
Diaz, the pathetic idealisms of Madero, the ruth- he never said another word Just
less tragedies of the rules of Huerta and Carranza then, except: "Sus dud." Which
to President Obregon pitching the first ball in a might means almost anything.
series of games to be played at the Mexican capital
The next day, when the bunny
this week!
gentleman was again hopping past
Events are swiftly shaping for a closer and, the Wagtail goat house, he heard
let us hope, for a lasting friendly association be- Nannie's mother say:
tween the United States and the southern republic.
"Please go to the store for me!"
Our
"Wait a minute!" Nannie anObregon and his government are friendly.
own state department prudently "is arranging for swered. And when Mr. Longears
the security of such a status. The time should not looked over the fence all he saw
now be long until all past enmities, disagreements, Nannie doing was playing croquet
misunderstandings and jealousies are wiped out by by herself!
"I think it in time I did sometreaty guarantees which will bind the two peoples
in sympathy and interest. The next century should thing," said Uncle Wiggily to
find Mexico and the United States so united in himself, when, after Mrs. Wagsupport of the institutions and traditions of de- tail had called Nannie about five
mocracy that their dual influence for good must and a half times, the little goat
work mightily for the general welfare of mankind went to the store.
Unci Wiggily skipped off by
throughout the world.

"REG'LAR FELLE

MILL
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7

scar-cro-

w

.f

'LLTAfc

Nannie saw that

never come!" bleated the little
goat.
Uncle Wiggily twinkled his pink
nose, but he never said another
word.
But the next time Nannie's
mother asked her to do anything
the little goat girl Joyfully said:
"I'm coming right away!" And
she did.
So this teaches us that if you
can not have chocolate on your
cake take plain ice cream, and If
the lollypop doesn't try to lift
the piano all by itself, and break
Its stick, I'll tell you next about
Uncle Wiggily and the big trap.

Little Benny's Note Book
IT PAYS TO WAIT.
Scene, a baby sleeping by
self.
There's one
Ferst kidnapper.
now. Quick!
2nd kidnapper.
Is It a boy or
it-

per.
All rite, wats
2nd kidnapper.
you allways getting mad about?
2.
Ack
Scene, kidnappers cave, 10 years

9

She. dropped tha

loa.of

bread,

little while he heard Nannie skipAll of a sudden,
ping along.
though, when she saw the scarecrow, Nannie bleated:
"Oh, dear! Oh, I'm so afraid!"
She stood still and dropped the
loaf of bread she was carrying.
It's a good thing it wasn't a bag
of eggs, eh? Then the goat girl
screamed again.

Next she caught

sight of Uncle Wiggily.
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily!" she cried.
"Come and drive the bad tramp
away!"
"In a minute, Nannie! In a
minute!" answered the bunny,
laughing to himself,

....

12)12c;

Ack 1.
A Play in 4 Acks.

later.
Ferst kidnapper. Hay, wats you
say we take that baby back without 'waiting for a ransom? Last
nite I dreemed its mother was
worrying foarse and enyways Im
getting tired of heerlng it yelling all the time.
2nd' kidnapper. Aw well, youve
stood It this long, you awt to be
used to it now.
Ferst kidnapper. Aw youve
got some answer to everything, you have. Wats the use of
asking you a question?
2nd kidnapper.
Wats you
haff to get mad for?

Ack 3.
Scene, the same. 15 years later.
Ferst kidnapper.
I dont care
wat you say, Im going to take
soon.
I got somethat baby back
thing elts to do besides lissen to
it cry all day long and enyways
Jest think how its mother must
feel by this time. And dont give
me eny argument about it either.
You aint mad
2nd kidnapper.
agen are you?
Ack 4.
Scene, the baby's house, one
yeer later.
Hark was
The baby's mother.
that a nock at the door?
The babys father. If it wasent
it was a pritty good imitation.
Ill go and
The babys mother.
look, maybe its the baby, who can
tell? Well darn if it aint! Oh
Joy, it pays to wait.
The end.

Oh, please
"No, come now!
come now!" cried Nannie.
"Yes! Yes! In a minute! Just
a minute!" "Til save you in a moment, 'Little Waltie.""
"Oh, please, don't waltl Come
now!" begged Nannie. And then,
Hats of straw were worn by wothinking he had teased her long
enough, the bunny hopped over men many years before they were
and pulled the scarecrow from adopted by men.
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behind the tree.

It was only a stuffed straw man
Oh. dear! I thought you would

a gerl?
Ferst kidnapper.
Wat do you
care? Wy cant you attend to
Youre a heck of a kidnap-

THE

"PEP" DAT.

New York, Sept. 28. Stock deal
ings today continued to reflect the
detached attitude of the nubile and and board, near
by two
the more divergent views of pro- ladles, one alck. university;
Evere, 109 Harvard.
fessional interests.
Leaders rose Phone 863-and fell, mostly within contracted WANTED Two or three rooma an!
limits and the operations of bull
sleeping porch, furnished or tinfurnlsh-efor houaekeeplng; quote price.
pools in specialties were Ignored.
J. M. L.. care Journal.
More than half of the business
centered in favorites of the oil,
and affiliated
steel, equipments
groups. Aside from fair offerings
of Readings and Pennsylvania at
tailoring. Beading and embroidering
one point declines, rails were rela- a specialty. Phone
A
lIMi. accordion, side
Da
tively dull. The tentative plan of
b,x:
N
mall orders
Crane.
Nnnh
Jl
the Interstate Commerce Commis
Plane Apartmenta. phone J14.
sion for a consolidation
of the
and ail kindi 71
transportation systems occasioned HKilSTlirHlNU
pleating and braldlna done at the
little
Sales. 465,000 Williams
comment.
Millinery, cornet Broadway and
shares.
The bond market lost some of its
recent activity and strength. Trad
CARPENTERING"
ing in Liberty and Victory issues
was lairiy extensive, but further rci . IpouuTIIB ODD JOB MAN,
"
rnune
speculative profit taking was in
vaa Jons oaruentfr n,
int.
evidence, especially among Liber
rour
and
ing
repairing. Phone U56-ties. Sales, par value, $17,775,000.
Wide fluctuations In cotton and FOR HOUSE OR HOOF PAINTING;
work;
reasonable prices.
grains again diverted attention
T Brown
logo South Bn.adwav.
from the securities market. ComBKFOKE
or
HL'II.DINO
mission houses with connections at
your
house repaired, call 354-- having
our figures
western and southern centers were
Intercut
no
may
too large or too
Job
you;
most prominent in these commodi small.
ties in which extensive
exports
were reported,
MONEY TO LOAN
was
to
easier
the extent 11 on El'
Money
LOA- X- On watches,
lu
that all call loans were made at 5
guns and everything valuable,
per cent, against yesterday's max- Mr. H. Marcus, 213 South
FlrBt.
imum of 6 , but withdrawal of n.NtV iu LOAN .ii .iMra
iUs, waiuuea
local reserve by Interior banks re
and gold Jewelry liberal, reliable. o..o.
duced available
supplies of time identlal ii.i,teh Beer. 101 North First,
funds.
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla.
Another slump In the German
mnnds. watches. Liberty Bonds,
pianos,
mark to the new low of .0078, automobllea.
Lowest rates. Rothman s,
with moderate recovery later, was 117 South First. Bnnd.d to the slate.
the feature of the foreign exchange
market. British and French rates MATTRESS RENOVATING
were barely steady, Italian bills MAITUK.SK EN OV A T IN lilXWnuuol
Hug cleaning furniture renalrlna. fur.
eased and central European remitpacking, sti ves repaired.
tances weakened with the more nlture
Phone
471.
Ervln Beddlna Coninnn.
adverse German rate. Slight improvement was shown by Japanese
quotations and the further advance
CHICAGO I'RODt'CE.
of the Chinese rate, as representeo
by Shanghai, was ascribed to InChicago. Sept. 28. Potatoe- screased purchases of bar silver for
Market weak. Receipts 139 cars.
that market and East India.
Total U. S. shipments. 1,721. WisClosing prices:
28
American Beet Sugar
consin and Idaho white. 11.75
27
American Can
2.00 cwt;
Minnesota
Red river,
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 37
$1.852.00 cwt.: fanev. I2.06i3
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 41
2.10
wh'ite
Colorado
cwt.;
$1.25
107
American Tel. & Tel
1.60 cwt.
9
American Zinc
Closing
prices:
38
Anaconda Copper
Wheat
Dec. 11.20: Mav.
86
Atchison
$1.25.
38
Baltimore & Ohio
Corn
Dec,
54
60c;c; May. t)Bc.
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Oats Doc, 315
May, 40C
14
Butte & Superior
Pork
Sept., $22.00.
113
Canadian Pacific
Lard
$10.20;
Oct.,
Jan., $9.20.
27
Central Leather
Kibs Oct., $7.20; Jan., $7.87.
B5
Chesapeake & Ohio
25
&
St. Paul
Chicago, Mil.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
24
Chino Copper
Cruciblo SI eel
624
Kansas City, Sept. 28. Ekbs la
7
Cuba Cane Sugar
higher. Firsts, 35c; seconds, 25o.
13
Erie
Butter and poultry unchanged.
74
t Northerrl pfd
Q
avfe
inspiration copper
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
48
Int Mer. Marine pfd
20
Kennecott Copper
New
York, Sept. 28. Foreign
109
Louisville & Nashville
exchange Irregular. Great Britain
' Mexican Petroleum
100
demand, $3.72; cables, $3.73.
21
Miami Copper
Krance demand, 711; cables, 712.
19
Missouri Pacific
Italy demand, 410; cables, 410.
72
New York Central
Belgium demand, 704; cables,
77
Northern Pacifio
705.
demand, 0.79:
Germany
37
Pennsylvania
cables, 0.79. Holland demand.
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 12
32.12; cables, $2.18.
Norway de
70
Reading
12.50.
Sweden demand,
mand,
51
Republic Irrfh & Steel
22.25.
17.80.
Denmark
demand.
19
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Switzerland demand, 17.80. Spain
78
Southern Pacifio
13.05.
Greece demand.
demand,
20
Southern Railway
4.90. Argentine demand,
32.82.
72
Studebaker Corporation
Brazil
13.12,
Montreal,
demand,
35
Texas Company
90
64
Tobacco Products
121
Union Pacific
NEW YORK METALS.
78
United States Steel
BO
Utah Copper
New York, Sept. 28. Copper-Ste- ady.
and
spot
Electrolytic,
TRADE,
OF
BOARD
CHICAGO
later, 12 c.
nearby,
Tin Steady. Spot and nearby,
Chicago, Sept. 28. Uneasiness $26.75; futures, $26.87.
regarding European conditions had
Iron Steady and unchanged.
much to do today with bringing
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.704.7B.
about fresh declines In wheat. The
Zinc Firm. East St. Louis spot,
wheat market closed heavy.
'
to
net lower, with December $4.40&?4.45.
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
to $1.21 and May $1.23
$120
71 c.
silver.
bar
Foreign
o to
to $1.25. Corn lost
Mexican dollars, 55c.
and oata c to c to c. In provisions the outcome varied from 5c
NEW YORK COTTOX'.
decline to $1 75 advance.
in
new
break
a
With spectacular
New York, Sept. 28. Cotton futhe value of the German mark, and tures closed barely
Oct.,
further evidence of great 21.04; Doc. 21.05; steady,
with
Jan., 20.78;
strain in the British unemployment March, 20.36; May, 20.90.
situation, wheat traders showed
the
apparent lack of confidence inwere
LIBERTY BONDS.
buying side. Reports also
dehad
current that Switzerland
New York Sept. 28. Liberty
cided to obtain all her cereal sup- bonds closed:
$88.26; first 4a,
inplies henceforth in Rumania
$90.68 bid; second 4s, $90.22 bid;,
stead of from this country because first
$90.74; second
of the difference of exchange rates. $90.36; third
$93.88; fourth
ocean
in
cut
freight
Then, too, the
$99.48;
$90.60; Victory
was said to have depressed con- Victory
4fl, $99.48.
signed No. 2 hard winter wheat at
Liverpool to 11 cents below the
Kansas City Livestock.
cost of replacing. Under such circumstances the market here disKansas City, Sept. 28. Cattle-Rec- eipts
Beef steers and
16,000.
played no lasting power to rally,
exk
notwithstanding word of active On
steady to 25c lower, meOrient.
dium and in between grades weakport business with the
the other hand, after the close gos- est. Top yearlings, $9.75; light
2,000,000
that
circulated
was
steers, $9.25; best heavies, $8.75;
sip
bushels had been worked to Eu- grass heifers,
$4,500)6.75; few
1,300
rope, Including presumably
cows, $5.60; bulk. $3.7504.50;
for
wheat
Canadian
of
bushels
most grass heifers, $4,00 B. 00;
Greece.
few loads, $5.50 06.00; stockera
Corn fell with wheat and Sep- and feeders dull; early feeder tales,
level
tember touched the lowest
medium
stockers,
$5.25
the ,$5.00 6.00;
Oats followed
since '1912.
5.60; other classes generally
downward slide of other cereals.
steady; best vealers, $9.60 10.00;
Exhaustion of stocks of pork medium and heavy calv-sninstly
bidbulls mostly $3,250
here led, to continued anxious
$5. 0006. no;
a
to
and
sharp 4.2R; bulk canners, $2.60 g 2.73.
ding from shorts
Market
new Jump in pork quotations.
5,500.
Hogs Receipts
Other provisions, however, were opened mostly lOo to 15c higher,
c'oBed dull with most of advance
easy,
lost. Two ounches, $8.00; packing
NEW YOng MONEY.
top, $7.95; bulk 190 to
of sales,
hogs,
$7.757.90; bulk
Call
money $7.0007.85;
New York, Sept. 28.
packing sows lOo to
and
rate
easier. High, low, ruling
250 higher; stock pigs steady to
last loan, 5 per cent; closing bid, 10c higher; best, $8.35.
4
to 5 per cent.
Sheep
Sheep Receipts 10,000.
Best ewes, $4.50;
Time loans Easy. Sixty and B0 fully steady.
six
6
5
cent;
to
per
lambs steady to 25c higher; top
days,
lambs)
per cent; prime mer- western,
$8.60;
months, 5
feeding
per cent. steady, early top $6.50,
cantile paper, 5 to 5
ss

te
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Room.

jjuSTSTESs
vvomIn deslrtj
room with sleepingIf possible;
also garage; must ba porch.
reasonable. Address Box g, care journal.
WANTED x wo rooms, sleeping porch."

(By The Associated PrcM.t

s.

It has been regarded generally as the duty of
the home and the church to afford moral culture.
It has been looked upon as a matter of private
concern with which the state must not tamper.
While It is true that the state must avoid teaching
religious dogma, it Is vital that our schools shall
Christian virtues
emphasize training in the
of honesty, integrity, reliability and sincerity of
These are fundamental busness virtues
purpose.
and no child can fill an honorable place In the
world without them.
Moral training is the rudder which must guide
th intellectual ship through life. Without it the
result will be a shipwreck.

WANTED
iuu.Nu

different terms.
That the position of home maker Is the natural
desire of women Is shown in that about as many
step out of "gainful occupations" annually as enter
them.
Thus, for most women such employment
is but temporary in contemplation
of marriage,
That so many are will to exchange salaries for
the home is proof which occupation appeals most
forcibly to women.

A New York man married recently on $25 a
$25 a month a man doesn't care what
"Fatty" Arbuckle is quoted as saying he is month. On
to him. Indianapolis Star.
through with booze. Perhaps he is right. Ordin- happens
4
4
arily they do not serve it in Jail.
EASIER SAID TnAN DONE.
The critics who wish to scrap the national
anthem have one sure way of doing it. Let them
INTELXJECTUAIj CROOKS.'
produce one that the nation likes better. Boston
Herald,
In his address, delivered at the dedication of
NO! THEY WILL KEEP ON RESTING.
new
the
building at Albuquerque College Tuesday,
Organized hoboes are offering to help solve
Bishop C. L. Mead made vigorous reference to the unemployment problem.
What will they do
"intellectual crooks." These he described as such teach the unemployed how to stay that way peras had the Intellectual capacity to see and know manently? Cleveland Plain Dealer.
ths truth but who wilfully refused to accept and
THERE'S NO MARKET FOR CLASSICS.
follow the deductions of their own minds or
That Latin and Greek tutor who was arrested
adroitly seek to devise ways of neutralizing or In New York for stealing because he could not
should have specialized in Jazz, home
avoiding what they know to be right. These he make a living
or some other modern accomplishment.
denounced as being as great a menace to our brewing
Gazette-TimeAmerican Institutions as any other class of crooks. Pittsburgh
4
TAKES THE JOY OUT OF LIFE.
Education makes a crook a more skilful crook.
The
league says cigarettes conMere Intellectual training does not make men
tain prusslc acid, acrolein and all sorts of poisonhonest, either mentally, commercially or politically. ous gases. The combinations mixed with ginger
A human being is as capable of moral eduale ought to develop quite a kick. Washington
cation and development as he Is of mental train- Post.
ing. The two must go hand in hand to make
an honest and useful citizen. Our publlo schools
DAY
EDITORIAL OF
tress the latter, often to the exclusion of the

former.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
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- THERE t A. VrVbE
IN THE HALL. OF MX HOUtiE - VOU
CAN HAVE IT IFTOOl-- L. tNEAK
IM AN TAKE. IT

j

iv university heights
Five rooms and

sleepins porch;
basement,
bullt-features; furnace heat;
garage; extra large lot; east
front. This house is located on
one of the best streets in University Heights and is an excepmodern,

good-size-

Page Seven
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A FINE
BURGLAR.

Yo u 're
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of
Cheese- -

piece,

up the

By George McManiu

AVI I HAD THE VAbE IN
ME. ARM
WHErTOUR
VlFE CRAtiBCO-iAn'
biOKE.lT OVER WE HEAD- -

OH!

VELL-THAT-

Tires Are a seven
tire; all adjustments made by us.

RlCHT F ,T

thousand-mil-

ALL.

'a

BROKEN"
l- -r

-.--

0
rTw "1N
HOME

1

d

The best tire for
money In the state.
Tire Kepairing

P

front
room;
lar,;o screened
porch; screened back porch;
some
lawn
and
good walks,
shade and extra large lot. This
house is located Just four blocks
from postoffice and would make
a dandy home for a large family, or you could rentsiut enough
rooms to pay a good interest on
your investment.
GOOD BUT
Four rooms, modern; close in.
in Fourth ward; good sized lot.
Price is only $2,750, and can
make some terms.

f

t

consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porch, large screened
steam heating plant built-i- porches,
n
features, garage, lawn,
and location very attractive. l'rice
See
ACKEIiSON & GRIFFITH,
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 S. 4th

AND

Annrlmnnta
v.,.,..
built-i- n
features. Two baths, fine
sleeping porches, furnished and
renting for $80 per month. Priced
to sell, $4,000.

GUJj

apartment,
furnished .......

Just north of Luna Circle. Shade
ana fruit trees, on easy terms.

.$70.00

Tell us what you want
have it.

T, KINGSBURY,
..REAL ESTATE,
Phone

House,

Third.

Phone

854--

J

V

FOR KENT Apaurnenta at -- u Norm
Sixth.
FOR RENT Four furnished housekeep
ing rooms. 609 South Walter.
FURNISHED apartment with deeping
UIIwa. wthnn. lltl.U
nn.,1, 414
FOR KENT ijmall furnished apartment,
team heated. 1215 West Boma. Inquire Apartment 6.
three
FOR RENT Modern apartment;
rooms, completely furnished.
Inquire
too East Coal.
FOR RKNT Furnished apartment, four
rooms and bath. 401 South Seventh,
phone 1944-- J,
FOB BENT Furnished apartment, tour
rooms; modern; no sick; adults. 1104
North Second.
FOR RENT Three-roo"apartment and
three sleeping porches. 822 East Coal,
phone 169-FOR RENT Twu furnished towns for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick
T24 South Beoond.
furnished
FOR RENT Nice three-rooapartment with sleeping porch and
hath. 810 South Walter.
FOR RENT APARTMENT Two rooms
and sleeping porch, furnished or unfurnished. Phone 2128-FOR RENT Two large rooma, kitchen-ett- e
and glassed-i- n sleeping porch. 606
west Iron, phone 2380-mod- FOR RENT Desirable three-rooern furnished apartment;
bast residence section. Phono 865-- J.
Furnished
FOR RENT
apartments;
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
316
SeconA;
North
Hotel,
FOR RENT Two-roomodern, furnlsh-e- d
apartment with garage, hot and
cold water. 421 South Broadway.
modern furnishFOR RENT Two-roono sick.
1117 West
ed apartment;
west
Robinson
one
block
Kent;
park.
Three-rooRENT
FOR
apartment,
nicely furnished, modern except heat;
telephone and water paid. 636 South
Arno.

and a
FOR RENT A threa-roumodern.
furnished
apartment,
609 South First.
Inquire Hotel Savoy
offlco.

FOR RENT One furnished
Ing apartment of three rooms and
bath; also one furnished suite, two rooms
and bath. Inquire mornings, tot South
Fourth.
FOR RENT Unusually desirable furnlsh- -'
ed apartment, four rooma and bath,
sreeplng porch; beet
large glassed-i- n
resldenoe section. Call mornings. 1018
West Central, phone 1018-w- ,
FOR RENT Ore new modern furnished
sleeping
apartment, large glassed-i- n
porch: eonvenelent to sanatorium. Ap81( East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
Central, phone 1B7S--

FOR RENT
FOR RENT Furnished
bouse. Phone 3572--

Dwellings
brick

furnished modFOR R"5NT Four-rooern bungalow. Inquire 913 North Second.

three-rooVACANT,
cottage.
from
south highlands.' Phone 134S-V
U to t.
FOR RENT Furnished house In high-- ;
lands; two rooms and sleeping porch.
Vhone 1451-- j.
FOR RENT Two-rooeottage with
,
Bleeping yuiuu, u uibucu.
East Santa Fa.
& Oo. give
FOR RENT Leverett-Zap- f
Second
speelal attention to rentals.
and Gold, phono 640.
,
FOR RENT Furnished
cottago
or
with Bleeping Jjorch. Phone 3185-call 1203 East Copper.
FOR RENT Four-roocottage. fur- nlshed. In Highland. A. B. Mllner,
1are.
Central
West
lit
with
FOR RENT
cottag
sleeping porch, furnished; not mod
soum
em, inquire luis
miih
von rtlc'T Two-roomodern furnish- U ed house; sleeping porchs 830. No
fhlldren. call 70S isaat oanta re.
modFOR RENT Furnished three-roorn oottag with two screened porohes
at tit South Arno, Inquire 1006 South
Eldth.
HOUSES PoR rEnt-m- m
your vacant
W
houses with us for rent
give
a
them special attention.. Leverett-Zap- f
Co., phono 640.
,
FOR RENT Four and fivef'oom house,
furnished: bargain;
highlands; free
electricity, phone, water. Phono 2129-1(08 South Elm.
RENT4-Fl- ve
room modern house.
:. FOR
Inquire at ill South Edith between
' I and 7 ovenlnga.
Sunday before 1, or
any lime at Metcail Co,

NOW

t--

459--

1

J.

Weat Gold Ate.

,

5

FURNISHED BUNGALOW
In ihe Fourth Ward
For Sale

room,

bath,

2

glassed-i-

Room

AN

' INVESTMENT.
modern house with
two sleoping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner is living in house and is
over
$100.00 per
receiving
month in rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
12 per cent on your Investment.
A. Ii. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156.
Seven-roo-

FOR INVESTORS! I I I
Central Ave., close-i4 rooms, glassed sleeping
porch, modern, pressed brick.
Terms.
IS, 000.00, Central Ave,, paying
3
16
The initial
per cent.
payments Is all the money
as the rents will take care
of the payments.
If you have property to sell,
list it with us. We get results.

f 4,600.

m

3d &

n,

Fra.iklln
Grid

& Co.

Rea-Uor- s

Phone 657

r""NT

U

A REAL HOME.
S rooms furnished, glassed In porch
In the Fourth ward, 6 good, large large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
rooms, and sleeping porch, nearly etc. Good location
and priced
new, white finish, hardwood floors, right with terms.
built in features, breakfast room,
H. F. GILMORE
Curnace garage, priced to sell.
214 W. Gold
Phone 442-R. McCLUGHAN,
204 W. Gold.
Fhone 442-Real Estate, Investments, Notary
Public. Auto and Flr Insurance.
FOR RENT

n

SUDDEN SERVICE.
FURNISHED
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing 6- ,$S5. 00
to people who demand quality. Work 7- Rooms
- Rooms
8S.n0
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
$1.0.00
Work In before 8 p. m. mailed noon next
8- JG0.00
Room
day. Address work to
THE RED ARROW,
Jfifi. 00
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
two
and
sleeping perches,
(We want a representative In TO'JH hot air heat,
brick
unfurnishpice
territory.)
ed, on lease at $75.00 per month.
A BARGAIN
Leverett-Za- pf
& Co.,

Fiva rooms,

bath

and sleeping
unnlr nnri.hB. Second and Gold.
range, shades,

Phone

308.

FOR RENT
JH KENT
Copper.

Room.

120

i.iaiiD

i

j'

A.

FtATURe"SlAVIC.

six-roo-

J, D. KELEHER,
Phone 410.
211 W. Gold.

SPECIAL JUST LISTED
FOR SALE BY

POND & MICHENER
Phone 507.
four blocks from

Central a,venue. Five-roobrick
with two porches, clothes closets,
pantry and bath, sheds, plastered garage, shade, lawn and In
ono of the best residential sections of the city. We offer you
this place foi- only $4,730. Can
be hnd on terms if desired.
IXQl'IUE NOW.
m

NEW BUNGALOWS

-

Beautiful 8 Room

Two living rooms, dining room,
kitchen
pantry,
refrigerator
room,
etc.
givs,
fireplace,
Screened 'back porch,
large
screened front porch, Large reception hail, Stairway to second floor; four larse bedrooms
canvassed sleeping porch; bath;
all kinds of closets all thru
whole house; steam heat; Basement has cement floor, drain
triple laundry tubs, toilet, workroom, etc.
Sidewalks, lawn, garage, 71
feet frontape-opaved street
located in tha City's very best
residential section.
If you are looking for a good
buy In a large home attd finest
location better call at once fot
it wont last long.

m

SAYI
you been

UNIVKRSITY"

watching

tho

HEIGHTS

GROW this summer. Well there
Is a reason. Just ask any one
who lives up there. New homes
are started almost every day.
So now is the time to buy your
lots as they wiH never be any
cheaper, ..nd the choice locations go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
AND
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to thow
you

CITY

REALTY

207 W. Gold.

& Co,

REALTORS.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue,

rhone

For

Rent-Room-

610.

with Board

s

rates.
Reasonable
TABLE BOARD
Phone 1415-FOK KENT Furnished room and boar.l,
21814 West Oold.
PLAIN board and room for Slo week.

1930 fintlth Second.
FOR RENT Hieepmg
1207 East Central.
All
TABLE- HOARD

porch and boata

bit

West Krult. Phone 1472-RENT Room and sleeping porcu.
with board. 1636 East Central.
FOR KENT Sleeping perch with board
and room, arasre. 523 South Hijrh.
GOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping porcu,
1027
Fnrrestrr.
front room; no sick.
FOR RENT Room and board, In private
1014 North Second,
phone
family.
FOR

340--

41

Phone

Gold Avenue
640

WANTED LOANS
and ,,500. Good real
estate security.
. J. I). KELIKIFR,

hone 867.

'

Leverett-Za- pf

Second Street

Of $2,000

CO,
--

211 West Gold.

PROFESSIONAL
CANNIXO

tomatoes

404-J-

for

sale.

i

& Co.

Leverett-Za- pf

This classy four-roostucco
house is the choice buy In close,
in,
homes in the city.
It is now vacant and can be
seen by calling phone 667. Terms
to suit purchaser. ,

Home

Just Listed

REALTOR'S CHOICE
Have

STARES,

DOWN

And $S0 monthly .pnymcnta will
buy this four-roomodern house
with gas, sleeping porch garage and
lot. Close in, on South
Walter. Prire only $3,000.
T. A.
HAMMOM),
824 E. Silver.
Phono 1522--

117 W. Gold.
Close In, only

Modern 8 rooms and porches 2
way between city and university
2 blocks from street car line at,
Bargain Prices. It you want a
nice small home get us show
you them.
W. H. JTcJ'.TT.LION
206 West Gold

(I

Renl Estate and Insurance.
819 V. Gold
Fhone 168.

$650

OPPOSITE CITY PARK
We have been requested by tho
owner to push the isale of this
modern home. This
means we want an offer. Don't
overlook this opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and plentf of porches.
Let us show you, then make your
offer,

A HOME

J.

sleeping porches, 1 screened
Conporch, Gas, Lights. Water,88x142
crete walks. Trees, Lot
This house is available NOW
make a reasonablo first payment and move in. Then $50.00
per month including interest
Call us far appointmont,
ajIECKMANN UUAI.Tr CO.
HBAUrOE.'J
Real Estnto, Insuranco, Loam
Ave.
Phone ro
Gold
300 W.

FOR RENT

WANT

nnn
ncircn.
Phono 640.
South Walter. good
etc.
Only $8,700, terms.
Furnished room. 618 Wt
t
McDOXALD
& WORSHAM,
'"
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms,
FOR RENT Dwellings
214 North Walter.
SEE THIS
Real Estate and Insurance.
966-FOR RENT Flve-ruofive-roo108 8. Third
modern bunga- FOR KENT Nice front room, furnace Phono
New
Spanish type
low, furnished with sleeping porch;
heat. 203 Bouth High.
bungalow, excellent location In
It desirable will take board and room tOK RENT
rooms. 216
FurnlsneC
hardward.
Furnace
Fourth
HELP WANTED
for rent. Apply 814 Bouth Sixth.
South Walter, phono 1667-- J,
screened
wood floors, large
FOR RENT
Modern
apartment home, FOR RENT Three furnished rooms,
Male.
porches and beautiful lot. Posseven room
and bath, two screened
modern. 1011 North First.
session by October 15th. Price is
porches, well furnished and cloie In. InWANTED
Tailor roi Duehelmaa work.
room
KENT
Front
FOR
suitable
for
two
quire John ftebfiar, room 20,
right.
Apply Meyer & Meyer.
Armljo
gentlemen. 327 North Fifth.
building, phone 477.
WANTED
Mexican
man and
sawmill
We have a few desirable places
FOR RKNT Cottage In rear, reasonable, FOR KENT Neatly furnished rooms, at
some loggers.
The Santa Barbara Tie
607 South Second, phone 1480-J- .
two rooms, two sleeping porches, also
for rent.
and Pole Co.. Tres Hltos, N. M.
tront
rooms.
large
room, all furnlBhed lor light FOR BENT Two furnlBhed front
414 West Gold.
Bath and phone.
320
housekeeping.
Phone 1932-WANTED
Experienced budder. Young's
Guthridge & Bell,
South Broadway, phone 3 97S-FOR RENT Furnished room for lady Nursery, phune 2416-RPhono 1023.
3(1 W. Gold.
FOR SALE IWO will buy this mod-er- n
310.00 a month. 405 South Edith.
four-roohome; two large porches
hot water heat; ii WANTKD Nlsht fin-marooms;
saw
mill.
(or
and garage and store-roolot 60x142,
sick: no children. 414 West Bllver.
Apply McKinley Land and Lumber
facing east on street car line, at No. 906
Company, end of saw mill line. Phone
North Twelfth.
City Realty Co., 207 FOR KENT Furnished room, furnace 190.
WANTED Miscellaneous
West Oold, phone
heat; no sick. 807 Bouth Walter.
1
WILL conduct all liodte turnlture WANTKD
FOR RENT Furnlshaa, room and kitchWashing and ironing by the
' sales at AUCTION,
for a 6 per cent
FOR SALE House
enette. 1724 West Central. Phone 2S2
nay. can is-- j.
oommlBSlon. C. W. SUTHERLAND, CITY
m
RENT
Clean sleeping rooms and
FOR 8AI.E
Will pay good oash price for
brick house, on FOR
phono 219 at 618M West WANTED
609 South Sec- Central avenue.
North Edith. Phone 2401-Rsome used furniture. Phone 820-housekeeping room.
ond.
,
IT
WANTKD
FOR KENT Unfurnished
OK
BALE
Well located, well adverWashing and Ironing to take
four room
house1314
Bouth
house.
home.
Walter, phone
tised of floe bustnefls In Albuquerque;
Inquire at 801 South Fourth. FOR RENT Three furnished
Ih
S178-the
319
rear
North
rooms,
keeping
small amount of cash will handle: light
FOR SALE Modern rurnlshed bungalow",
Fourth.
4
for
healthseeker.
good
work;
Iron sate,
WANTED
a
About
proposition
corner
lot. Owner, 1124 South
garage;
FOR KENT Nicely
furnished
front Afldresn Business, care Journal.
In Rood condition. Address Safe, care
Waltpr.
room.
605
West
.Tournel.
Lady preferred.
FOR BALE Residence, 711 jvorth FourFemale.
Fi 'lit.
teenth street; nice location.
H ousework.
Inquire FOR RENT Three furnished rooms for WANTKD
1306 WANTED A lot In' the, Lowlands for
Apply
within.
spot cash. Must be cheap. Cash care
South Water.
no
sick.
Phone
Journal.
FOR SALE By owner, modern four-roo- lSill--light housekeeping;
WANinD Nlht nurse at the Metho-dlTo buy ateam press, must be
WANTED
brick bungalow, near sanatorl-ums- .
Hanltorium.
' tn
FOR RENT Room, nk-elfurnished; no
Albu
Phone 2172-good condition and' cheap.
Woman for fc'eneral house- querque
sick; 4cent!emnn preferred, 406 North WANTED
Works.
Hat
FOR BALE By owner,
2160-houao, Arno, phone 1026-half
Call
work,
days.
A- -l
cents
WANTED Clean rags; will pay
condition; modern; good location,
Girl
for housework.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room, out- WANTED
nee nntind. Cltv Rlffntrlo Cmnenv Car
$4,500; easy terms. 916 Forrester.
days. Call at 226 North Walter.
side entrance; also garage; no sick.
Old
Barns.
Five-rooAlbuquerque.
FOR SALE
cement bunga- 1116 North Second.
WANTED
Maid for general housework. WANTED
low; strictly modern) lot 60 by 800:
Watchee, clocks and Jewelry
Apply mirnlnirs 823 West Copper.
to repair. 117 South First, phono 917-- J.
garagos; cash or time. 1439 West Cen FOR KENT Front room, suitable for
one or two gentlemen.
Bouth WANTED
816J
Ulrl for generul housework; nrassfleld, the Watch Man.
tral.
Second.
no washing. 310 North Thirteenth.
s
WANTED
FOR BALE By owner, eight-rooMoney to loan on
adobe FOR RENT Furnished
rooms; also WANTED
Woman
liounemrk.
real estate security; 92,000, 12,600.
fyr
lot
nouie, garage;
60x142;
price
light housekeeping rooms. 82214 North
Phone 2002-Address 1407 North f 5,000. W. H. McMllllon. 20 West doll.
$2,600; terms. Apply 20T East Bell. C
Third.
Chaves.
gecond.
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals;
FOR BALE Four-rooalso welders' supplies and carbide for
American lady for housemo&ern
frame FOR KENT Two rooms ans sleeping WANTED
porch, furnished for light housekeepwork few hours each day. 723 South sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-house; best condition; good location;
Fourth ward. Address
Edith. Phone 1S69-J. O.. care ing. 509 South Arno.
MAX BARGAIN STORO, at Hi South
Journal.
NICE AND CLEAN rooms, all outside, WANTED-rGI- rl
to help with housework.
First, will pay tb highest price for
hot water, $3 week, 214 1 86uth Seo-onMn
wn.hlnv
Gn.nl)
Phnn, your aeoond-han- d
FOR BALE FOR CASH At bargain
clothing, shoes and
New Albany,
1675-- J
furniture. Phono 881.
or call at 05 North Blxt'h.
price, good four room brick house In
Fourth Ward. Get a home before winter. SLEEPING ROOM with Use of bath; em- WANTED
FINISHINCr-- lt
is
KODAK
Qirl for general housework, BETTER
Phone 29.
Phone
preferred.
ployed gentleman
better. Return postage paid on mall
family of two. Colored girl preferred.
lr,24-W- .
714 East Coal.
1S14 East Central.
West
orders. Tho Bantam Btudlo, Kt
FOR SALE My nice new five-rooPhone 1J94-J- .
adobe bungalow; lot 68x150; city water, FOR KENT Two well furnished rooms WANTED-Compete- nt
central, Ainuquerqu. N. M.
person for generelectrlo. lights,
for housekeeping; large aleeplng porch,
1423 Vir
3,200 cash.
housework. Must be able to cook. HIGHEST cash price paid for aeoond- al
electric lights and gas. 410 East Central. Apply 701 West Copper. Phone 1040,
ginia.
hand bicycle. Bring us your old wheels
g
FOR 6ALE Owner leaving town; good FOR KENT Two rooma and sleeping EARN BOARD
Room and (10 a month and get oash. Broad Blcycls and Trad-Infive-rooCo., 110 Booth Beoond, phone T88.
furnished
for
house:
housekeeplight
porch
porches; modern;
whllo atteadlng school: catalogue free.
East Central,
basement;
newly decorated; garage; lot ing. 503
RUG CLEANERS
Mackay Business College, 90$ Vi Bouth
C (W WO
Annlv 71,
MATTRESSES
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, oleaa rooms; Main Street, ' Los Angeles.
renovated, It.tt and op.
or
week.
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooOver
Pastime
rates
furniture
frame
by day
repaired and packed, stoves
Middle-age- d
WANTED
healthy woman
stucco: has fireplace, bullt-l- n bookcase Theater, 311 ii West Central.
Ervin
repaired.
Bedding Co., phono 471.
man
a
needs
who
and wife),
homo,
(or
china oloset, lawn and trees; Third ward. FOR RENT Clean,
nicely furnished to live with and care for old lady In her FURNITURE repairing, upholstering, bed
Phone 1808-B-or
with
without
home.
care Journal.
Address H. B.
rooma; reasonable,
and picture frames, bronslng, enamelFOR SALE By owner, modern eight-rooboard. 413 South Broadway.
SatisWANTED
Womau to oook and do gen- ing, car cushions, hall cushion.
houao. Fourth ward; a good buy FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
faction guaranteed.
J. H. Austin, 1208
eral
housework
In
small
bungalow,
for Jiome or Investment;' priced right;
1270-Mrs.
to
home.
mndnrn
rnnmi in
Annly
frorn 11 a. m to I p. m. dally; references North) First, phono
terms. 1027 Forrester.
urea nam, ena jNonn peconu.
required. Apply evenings. Mrs. Pen-fiel- d, WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
FOR
817 North Sixth street.
SALE Dandy four room house, FOR RENT Front bedroom; private enTwlo daily Mrvlc. Remember, satisbath, Bleeping porch. In good shape,
Bend your finishing
adjoining bath; to employed
trance;
Male
faction
Female.
and
guaranteed.
concrete sidewalks,' garage, and sheds. man; no sick. 816 Bouth Seventh.
WANTED
Man
and wife for steady to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Reasonable. Inquire 625 North Sixth.
at
Hanna.
Master
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well venPhotographer.
woman
wvrk man for furnace, and
FOR BALE Four
new houBes; four
tilated bed room; suitable for ono or for general housework; place furnished
rooms, bath, sleeping porch, 32,660; two gentlemen.
416 Bonth Third.
WANTED Position
tn live In. Box 193, city.
1650 oash, f35 per month, inoludlng Inter-ef- t,
furnished
W. J. Rice, phono 643, UcCanna's FOR RENT Two large rooma,no
WANTED
Position nursing. 411 West
or
alck
for light housekeeping;
AUTOMOBILES
office.
Santa Fo.
small children. 603 North Fourth
To care for sick woman.
new
WANTED
FOR SALE Beautiful
BALE Dodge
truck.
Phono
rooms and FOR
2408-JW., car Journal.
modern pressed brick homo; corner ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping by tho day.
apartmenta,
housekeeping
n
lots: hardwood floors throughout; built-i- week or month. 603 i West Central.
NURSE, Colorado registered,
1T011 SALE
Chummy roadster, cheap. TRAINED
want private case. Phone 1928-features; furnace, gas, lawn and fruit
Phono 1473-- J.
FOR RENT Nice large room In modern
trees; terms; owner. 821 West Silver,
Used Ford; must b priced CHIEF COOK, experienced; best of referhomo, oonvenlent to meals; furnace WANTED
ence.
Write C. B. A., care Journal.
BY OWNER,
modern house In heat Room vacant Sept. 80. 108 South
right. Phono 167B-Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- Arno.
BUICK ItOADSTER, trade for light car, BARBER will work In homos or sanato-three
screened
place,
large
porches,
Hums; ressonable. Devlin. Ph. 2307-or sell cheap. 114 North Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room In
light airy bed rooma with extra largo
for
will
near
help
university,
private family,
5
FOR SALTS
BulcW touring
oar; LADY WANTS a good home;
closets: fronts east on largo lot with business
If desired.
with housework and cooking. Address
man; breakfast
first-claCo.,
condition, Bond-Dillo- n
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent Phone 1436-M. E., care Journal.
olty.
Phono
If
terms
desired.
condition;
1977-- J.
FOR RENT Clean, -- comfortable, light FOR BALSJ OR "TRADE lNrd speedster WANTED Position as housekeeper; no
and airy furnished rooms; reasonable
objection to going to country. AdIn fine mechanical
S17
160.00 Income property, twu
condition,
FOR SALE
ono block from Santa Fo shops. Routh Arno.
dress M., care Journal.
small furnished houses located on one rates;
820 South Third.
of the best corners In Southern HighFOR RENT Drive It yourself. PRACTICAL NURsa wanta confinement
rooms for FORD
cases; good worker and willing. 1122
200 Bouth Broadway,
lands, Lot 60x142. Live In ons and let FOR RENT Two furnished
phone 1071-Bouth Arno, phone 15B8-light housekeeping; also ono furnished driver's license required.
the rent pay for tho balance. Price is
Cen1737
West
room
Call
for
sleeping.
One half cash balance
only $3750.00.
COMPETENT colored chauffeur wishes
FOR SALE Light Ford truck; has
1749-per cent. This Is a big snap for aomo-on-In- e tral, phone
ppsltlon with private family; willing
body; suitable for dry cleaner
room, north, or
who wants a homo and a small
to do other work. Phono 1644-FOR RENT High-clas- s
420.
haker. Phono
come for It will pay you 30 per cent on
south and east exposure; south aleepWE AUDIT, CHECK. OI'EN, CLOSB and
your investment. Tou must see this to lng porch; private homo In best resi- FOR 8ALE Soma extra goo used cars,
WILLIAMS
ft ZANli.
keep books.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co. 0i room
at 801 South dential district. Phono 370.
appreciate It. , Inquire
I Msllnl building. Phone 701-west Central.
Eldth St. or phone 1676-vWOTWOkTH Newly
furnished, nice
WANTED Position, young woman, at
clean rooms and housekeeping apart FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model,
aaalstant hookkeener. cashier or sales- will sell for 11,850.
worth 12.800.
FOR SALE Poultry-Eg- g.
ments, by day, week or month. Reduced
pady. Address A. B. C, cars Journal.
Phone 490-113
Bouth
rates.
summer
Third.
oil kindspaylng
accountant,
WlLLIPoultryof
Position
WANTED
by
5
touring car,
good nrlcoa for broilers. Will call for FOR RENT Large room and glassed FOR SALE Bulck
twelve year experience. Banka and
sedan top; excellent condition; can be
317 South Arnh,
them. Phono 852-sleeping porch for light housekeeping',
statements
Can
compile
corporation.
modern, clean and airy; car atops In seen at 803 Bouth Edith.
Albuquerquo Poultry Co.
earnings, asset and liabilities. Go any1228 South Edith.
Box 117,
S. C. R. I. front of house.
Address
References.
where.
FOR SALE
FpR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1918 Journal.
Reds, eighteen hens, twenty young pulFOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable
nodels, (760 and I860; Ford truck.
e
of
twanty-fivn
old
and
rooms
n
four
months
lets,
worm drive,
If 00; one-toFord
rooms, with glaasad-lsleeping
'
White and garage; light and water paid; ne $400. lit West Gold.truck,
lata hatch; fifteen
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
Leghorns, hens. Mrs. J. F. Summers, alck: no children: rent reasonable. 1011 NOTICE
OWUvKBfc
CO CAR
you have ro3 HUNT
it
Pianos, phone 1B04-- J
417 West Lead.
North Beoond.
blow Into, 'the Broadway ITOR RENT Garage.
a blow-ou- t,
23 North Third.
RENT Large room with email Vulcanising Shop. Wo endeavor to glvs
WANTED Board & Room FOR
decorated store room.
RENT
FOR
Newly
reasonat
satisfaction
of
the
best
you
screened
room
bath, largo
tld West Central,
gJix7IS feet,
'wTCwEDSomeone"' W board two "chlf-dre- n sleeping adjoining,
porch, private ontranse: suit- able prices. W. B. Frits, proprietor.
25x90;
room,
FOR RENT
ago four and flvo, a boy and girl, able for two gentlemen,'' Phono Mrs. A.
where there are no other children pre- B. Halt 724 Boat Gold, phone 8278-NOTICE
plenty light; very desirable for ichool,
SPECIAL
Central.
West
room
Journal.
or
oaro
T.
Address
club
O, H.
ferred.
til
Vvl- - CAN save yuu
mono
on electrical lodge
WANTED Salesmen
seme, Call up and gat our sitlmetea,
WANTED H ouses
TYPEWRITERS
WANTED Stilournan, opening for a hitfh
'i
Will WANT housus to aell; If your prloe
OILDEnSLEEVB ELECTRIC CO,
it
aii uiuk. I'vernauitu
grade sale m an with a national ur- Is right we will find a buyer (or you; ffftnltatlon; , rferenc
Chin. Albuquerque Typewriter
required, riorce
Ribbon
for every ma-results count and wo tot them. J, IX Murphy. Blur tea Hotal Albuquerque. " ENGINEERS ' AND CjOXTItACTORI
repaired
1720 Wast Central, phono 17:0-- J,
JM South Fourth,
ISew Mexico,
Koithcr, 111 West Q old, Phono 410,
v I change, phone 101--

714 W. Central.

Good location, $5,000; terms.
Lots and ranches for sale
Rentals. J. L. PHILLIPS, Real
Estate.
110 S.

C40.

2
will buy
acres good
farm land, good
house,
nice shade, trees, five miles north
on river road, will trade for city
property. J. H. PEAK, lands, loans'
ind insurance.

$1,500

907--

Frame

Modern

& Co.,

FOR SALE"

Lonas and Insurance.

SHELLEY REALTY CO,

LOTS

REALTORS,
Second and Gold.
Phone

D,

210 W. Gold.

FINE

Leverett-Za- pf

w may

A BARGAIN, 12 rooms, bath,
extra toilet, in one of the best,
rooming house house districts.
This is a money maker and can
be bought right.
A NICE HOME. Five rooms,
large basement, garage, shade.
This is a new house, and is
$1,600
really a good buy.
cash; balance terms.
TO LOAN, $2,600.
Shelley sells 'em.

us s. Kwonii

723-- J.

THREE

DO YOU

SHELLEY'S BULLETIN

Pbune

& WOOTTOW

Phone

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.

i

--

apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
apartment,
furnished
....$40.00
Lowlands.

I

INVESTMENT

BrivfltA

TWO

1921

HERB'S AN OPPORTUNITY

IDEAL HOME,

FOR RENT.
IIlKblnnda.
house, furnace1 heat,
completely furnished. . .$85.00

V

II r. A D OFF
The (lend suro rush fir homes.
Good times are romlng back.
FOR BALK
Five-roomodern frame In A- -l
condition, close in, on South
Arno. Sleeping porch, large lot.
Will sell either furnished or unfurnished.
$1,000 down, balance terms.

mm
....

RANCHES.
We have some very I'ine ranches
close In, located close to good
school., and can bo bought on
very good terms. If in the market for a pod ranch, either
large or small, let us show you
what we have.

I

and

Retreadinr.

bath

large

features;

least

the

HIGnXAN'I) TIHK & RDBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. Phone 230

tionally good location. Can be
bought on extra ggod terms and
the price is right.
A 1ARG3 BIUCK HOUSE
Located close in, in the Third
ward. Has eight large rooms,
modern; large clothes closets;
n

e

Oversize and
Overservice

OlOH'T WANT HER TO
HIT ME VIYW
I

m

built-i-

NOTICE
MAJESTIC

Phone

iUH BALE Set double Hai ac, at Beil'i
I 1...... Tl
FOR
SALE Threshing machine.
P. O. Box 412, City.
HY BUDDY'S MILK.

BEST IN TdWN,
Phone 2413-RFull SALE Water moioi. inquire at
Mornlnn Journal office.
FOR BALE! Second-nnn- o
wagons ant
ngni rigs, cneap. J 202 North Arno.
'OR SALE 10x13 wall tent; also
A- -l
condition. Phone 1916-n
iniriy-gauoon
barrela, new,
each. Southwestern Junk Co.
OH SALE Telephone stand and chair;
also new feather rjlllnwa
v.mt
Central.
One
Foil SALE
Moore
hot blast
heater; good aa new: reasonable, lata
South Edith.
Ai'i'LH CIDER, real home-madawset
upni, clue! tienvdCd. 15 cents a gal
lon. Phone 820-FOR SALE Used tractors,
5
and
witn gang plows.
Hardware Depart- ment J. Korher & Co.
BUY YOUR GUN
before the season
opens; fifty shotguns and rlflea in
select from. 116 West Oold.
FOR
SALE Everbearing
strawberry
Plants. 81 Der hundred. .1 Vf Kati.i-njmiievarn roaq, oiq Albuquerque.
bOR BALE Fresh buttermilk and cut- tsgo cneese; also rreah milk In gallon
uts.
Bwayne's Dairy. Phune 1015-MOVING PICTURE FILMS and Willy
Generator. Volte 135. 5 K. W. Amp.
40
Wright. 8. A. Ooebel, Belen, N. M.
, I.
YOU WTI.r. flltrf nun Kavaln

or,

and ooard, with
FOR RENT Room
board. 410
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
East Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms with
first-clas- s
table board. Phono 1327-110 South Arno.
M1RAMONTES
ON THE MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persons.
2400-JPhone
JAiiliSO.N S RANCH Ideal location t ir
few reservations now phone 2128-healthseekers;
and 117 North Mulberry,
available. Phono 3238-nhnn, I7AII.T
GRAND VIEW RANCH
FOR SALE Cost 192.50, will sell for 840
THE placs to recuperate; modern ao- cash, Red Star Vapor kerosene cook- ,
Phone 2407-Reommodatlon.
stove, 6 burners with oven. Telephone
FOR RENT Room and sleeping purcn. ill flaytime.
with board for convalescents; gentle FOR SALE Three compartment, US- men only; private home.
Phone 2148-gallon demountable steel tank, suitable
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and dresn-tn- g for us on wagon or truck for hauling of
oil or gasoline. Phono 461.
water,
room with board, suitable for two.
611 Bouth High. SOFT SPOTS
Gentlemen preferred.
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
Thomas
F. Keleher, Leather
porch ea with board, for convalescents. troubles, tl.
Mrs. Reed, 511 South Broadway, pbont Co., 408 West Central. Phonev1087-J- .
526.
FOR SALE .22 Special Remlnlngton repeating rifle; good condition; aleo new
HOME SANITOItlUM for convalescents,
mild winters, best of food, Ideal sur- 12 gauge single barrel shotgun, full
North eighth.
36
Tularosa, choke, shell ejector. 914
per month,
roundings,
N. M.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
GOOD
all
kind
for
of
II per gal
roofs,
DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING PORCH and
lon.
Tho Maniano
Co, 110 Bouth
bedroom, with board. In furnace-hea- t
1834-- J.
a built up
Walnut,
Try
phone
ed home; reasonable; also tabl board.
roof, will laet as long as tha bulldlnt.
1420 East Bllver.
Phono 1422-HAVE a very good proposition for two
young men, business men preferred, FOR BALD Flv hundred shares of City
who wish to room together, either walkElectrla Railway, below par. Dr. R.
ing distance to business center; good L. Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
largo room; good table board; on car
line In hlghlande Phone 1012.
GOOD NEWS FOR HEALTHSEEKERS USE VELVA
ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Ws will reduce our rate, September
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stop leak.
11, to 100 and 166 per month; modern Mohair top dressing; Plymouth
Cottage
board Paint; Valspar Enamels, for
accommodatlona and first-clawltb nurss set vice; make reservations Homestead Floor Paint, automobile;
Satisfaction
now. Caaa de Cro. 613 West Gold.
assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leather Co.
Minn. 1057-FurnUlierl 4'iK west
FOR HEALTHSEEKERS
room with
porches, hot and
BU5!iNES5
CHANCES
oold running water In each room, ateam
heat, excellent board, tray aervtce, call FOR SALE OaruKe.
beat location in
bells, large sun bath bouse; trained nurse
town,
879.
phone
Casa
in attendance,
price reasonable.
ALE
bolt
Small grocery store, doing
da Clro, 109 and 618 West Gold.
1202
good
business;
cheap rent.
SANITARIUM
at North Arno.
THE ALAMOGORDO
now has
Alamogordo, New Mexico,
FOR SALE One of the best business
room for twenty mora tubercular patlenta.
properties In Albuquerque. 116 Bouth
Ideal location. Close to nature. Grad- First
street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of
uate nuraes.
Rates, Including board, fice.
medical attention and general nursing,
FOR
SALE Photographic studio, good
20 pes week.
For reservation
write
location In Albuquerque; will sacrifice
to the Manager, II. L.
Immediately
for
quick sale; reasons for selling, have
Alamogordo, New
Hoover, Sanitarium,
other business. Address
Mexico.
FOR SALE Rooming house, nine rooms,
PERSONAL
furnished, In good condition; long
lease; a profitable Investment. Address
NICK, call VTm. C. A. Bob Cat.
M. C, care Journal.
VISITING BARBER. Phone 2010-FOR SALE Cafe, bakery and ice cream
BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-parlor, doing good business; good reafor aelllng; fin placa for couple
DO YOU WANT TO LEARN SPANISH t son
not
afraid of work. Address Ozark, care
BEE J.
ESPINOSA, No. 8, Whiting
Journal.
,
building. Phono 466,
"WOULD-BWILLING to share expense
TOR
SALE
Livestock
with salesman having auto making
MMOsT Phone 24051(6.
Gallup, Socorro or Santa Fe. Phone KCHtUSLK
1932-401 West LeadX
t'OU SALE Two fresn milk cows. 14.3
South Broadway.
George Blake.
'
PHRENOLOGIST
Fine breed- Belgian
RID IT TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, 11! FOR SALE
519 North i Thirteenth St.
Ing stock.
Bouth- Cornell avenue, have your head,
face and hand head. Mara M. Jones, FOR SALE Three spans work horses,
weighing 2.400 pounds a (pan, 8150 per
phone 2166-span. 819 North First.
FOR SALE
Young pigs and two pureWHAT WORRIES YOUt
bred Duroc-Jerse- y
boars; will furnish
LEARN to make thing eom your way,
In love, beoltb or money; no Jong, tedl-o- u pedigree for on; may be seen at C. W.
four
miles north of Old
Hunter's
Ranch,
lessons, but Just what you need now.
Just send your blrtbdato and your free- Town, on Rio Grande boulevard. Adgeneral delivery.
will offering.
Prof, Coffman, Dlv. J.. dress Albuquerque,
1224 North Second street, Albuquerque, Phune 2409-R-

CARDS

AIvIOK.r.Vd.
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Rooms 15, IT and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 116S-PHYSICIANS AND 81KORONB.
Bit, b, L. IlLltlON,
Diseases of toe Stomach.
Suite. 9. Bsrnett Building.
UK. S. C. CLARKE,
Eyo, Kar, Noso and Throat- Barnett Building.
Phone 831.
Offlco Hours
9 to 11 a. m., and 1 to t p. m.
1R. MARGARET GAHTVYKIUlll,
Offlo Grant Bldg., Uoom Id. Phone
itealdence 1123 ICaat Central.
Phone 571.

m

W, M, SHERIDAN, M.
Practice Limited to

GExrro.

i!rinhv

0T

nivf tsi.

AND DISEAS1CS OF THE SKIN
wasserrnnn Laboratorr
In Connection,
Citizens Bank BWir. Phone 880.

CHIROPRACTORS
1

and

Chlrovraelor.
SO
Armljo Building.

em;e, d.

M. s.

c,

I'hone Connections,
Chiropractor.
S0J West Central.
Uooma Ii and

FOR SALE

"

tl.

Ranches

roit

SALE
Iraue or lent, ujgnty-acr- e
ranch, water, five-roohouse; fin
place for chickens; seven miles east of
town.
Phone 17J0-Foil SALE Eight-acr- e
ranch, one and,
one-ha- lf
miles west of Barela bridge?
on main ditch, new adobe house and
garage, water In house,
mile
from school house. Phone 2404-JI'OH SALD
ranch, one
ana one-namiles rrom l.os Lunaa. N.
U.I all fenoed and under ditch; part In
In
nu
cultivation, halnne
house, four large room
down stair, upstairs In ons room; good out buildings:
bearing fruit trees, all klnda; also grape
n
and herrl.. twn ntnrf w.tt. a
.,t;
and one-ha- lf
mile to
will 'give
reaaonaoi lerme. AST a Los Luna,."!,
w. .uoj a.
-- kr

..i..

FOR SALE

Furnitur

Ij'OH SALE

Kitchen cupooaid and able"!
fumed oaked china closet, baby's bed,
small heater and sanitary couch. Phone
151S-(09 West Bllver.
SOU SALK One highly polished
oa library table, one golden oakgolden
rocker, one Mahogany rocker. Call morn-In9:10 to H:ao at 114 Bouth Seventh,
FGlt fclALK Hange, dresser,
buffet,
Hoosler cabinet, china cablneta and
large quantity of high grade used furniture; also gun and auto tires. 325
South First.
FOIt SALE Upholstered davenport and
fireside chair; three upholstered parlor
chairs; Stelnway upright piano; one parlor cabinet; three parlor tables; curtains; drapes velour portlers; one standard ewlng machine. Phone 318. Mrs.
Grunsfeld.

FOR RENT
!'UK

Office Rooms

KENT

Oif.ce loouis, uvtr
S19'i WV
Central.
FOli riL.N
Attractive
steam
office,
water
and
heat, light
furnished.
WrlKht building, opposite postofftre.
FOIl RENT Office rooms; heat and
water; above Uatson's store. Central
avenue. Inquire J. Korber
Auto
LONE ST A It Al'TO LINE
The orange colored cars, Engle. Elephant, Butte Dam and Hot Springs. N.
M.
Meet all trains at lingle, leaving
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. nu and 9:30 p.

m.

Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam car on
the Dam line. We drive our own car.
Write for reservations at our expense.
HEFFEHNAN BKOS., Props.
Hot fcprlnjrs. N. M.

TIME CARDS

a

New

Mexico,

FOR SALE
Foil SALE Twenty

'

Real Estate
five ful lot, 14
Second
Third

feet deep, between
on Lead avenue,
600.

SEWING MACHINES

WFiSlliUUNU Dally.
Train.
Arrive.
No, I Tb Scout... T:3t) pm
No. I Calif. Limited. 10:40 am
No. 7 Kargov Fast.. 11:10 am
No.
The Navajo. .19:49 am
SOJTHBOUNa
No. 99 El Paao Eip.
No. 97
K) Paso Exp.
No.
No.

S

No, I
No. 10
No, i8
No. 10

EASTBOCNB;
The Navajo,. 9:1!"
Calif. Limited 6:00
s. 9. Eight.. 1:11
7:20
The flcout
rilOM SOUTH.
Prom El Paso 9:39
From El Paao

...

pm
pm
pm
m

Depart,

8:50 pro

litis
11:49

am
am

1:19 am
10:10 pm

ll:J

1:41
9:40
9:00
7:6

mm

pm

urn
pm

aaa

pm
t:0 am
No. 80 eonnect at Beiea with No. ft
for Clovls, Psoo Valley, Kansas City asd

Gulf Oast
MACHINES repair
No. 99 connects tt Belen with No. tl
and supplies for all
cleaned; part
C H. from Clovla and point Mat aaa south
and
makia; all work guarsntsed,
,
frank .Trotter. Morehead, pkon 118, 429 West Lead. of, ciovia.
EWl.Nii

t

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Fast Eight
T HASt TO
IN
CONTINUED
TODAY
COURT
THE

1IA&SAU
BE

Forty Dozen Pkgs.

B. C. Wafers

El.

The assault case which grew out
of the stabbing of Cclso Padilla nt
Las Fadillas last month and which
started In the district court yesterday morning will bo continued toRamon
day. Saturnla Barboa,
Barboa and Reducindo Sanchez arc
charged with the assault and are
being tried together. It Is claimed
that Ramon Barboa shot at
and that Sanchez knifed him
in the back.

to hand yesterday. Nabisco, Lotus, Anolas. Just
note the prices. Standard package, 10c; large
package, 20c. How many may we send you today.
1921 New Crop Almonds are in, lb
35c
New Pack Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour is here.
Per package
.20c
CRESCENT GROCERY

SIB Marble Avenue

Coal and South Walter

MISS ESPINOSA TO
GO TO U OF OREGON

ROBERT JONGS

Phone

Phono

.........

EXPERIENCED
SALESLADY

67

other Macaroni Product

Speaking
Prefered

Spanish

MANDELL DREYFUSS
COMPANY
Corner Third and Central

Prompt Attention to Mall Orders

We Are on the Job

Ain

First St.

WANT
Automobiles for Storage.

ROOMS

Phone

WANTED
school boy,s to work
after school and Saturday.
Good pay. Special prizes for
hustlers. Call tit 804 Park Ave.
BOYS

Grade

821--

rer

15.00

VADIS

where. Henry Transfer Co., Phone
Phone 939.

(Whither Goest Thou?)
With 30,000 players enacting the rise and fall of
Imperial Rome, under the reign of Mighty Nero.
Also Jimmy Aubrey in "The Trouble Hunter"

415 North Egwtn

Medicated Turkish Bath

'

Tickets of six Ijaths, Including
body massage, for 10, for balance of this month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TERH1 DEAMER, Prop
508 H W. Central. Phone 685--

v

FOR SALE.
Bun parlor,
brick,
screened back porch, garage,
corner lot, 1301 East Central
avenue. Furnished or
Five-roo-

REGULAR ADMISSION

m

iron

WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT

Phone

I

from Central Avenue.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.

LOCAL ITEMS

BIG

Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 6.
Mrs. Edward Davison, of Wichita, Kan., arrived liei-- last night
and went to Santa Ke, where she
will visit for several days and then
go up to Taos for a short stay. Mrs.
Davison will visit Albuquerque,-thguest of Mrs. B; A. Brown.
Mr. and. Mrs. Qulncy Randies
have returned to their apartment
at 315 West Lead avenue. Mrs.
Kandles spent the summer at Long
Beach, Calif., whele Mr. ltandlea
was in the Arizona forest reserves,
measuring timber for the forset
service.
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
Mrs. L. H. Meredith, who spent
the past two months visiting relatives and friends in Canada, Chicago and other cities returned co
the city last night.
W. T. McCrelght,
advertising
manager of the Morning Journal,
who was called to Shelbyville, Ky.,
In response to a message announcing the death of his mother, Mrs.
Elizabeth McCrelght, returned to
the city last night.
Four dollars, full wagon load
factory, wood; limited amount.
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91,
Ted P. O'Connell, of the local
Santa Fe railroad mechanical department, returned to the clly last
night, accompanied by his bride,
On September 22, he was united in
marriage to Miss Fern Sutton, the
ceremony taking place in Chicago.
The bride Is the daughter of a
farmer residing near EI Paso, 111.,
about 125 miles from Chicago. Ths
couple will reside in Albuquerque.
Mrs. N. C. Creel is seriously ill
at the home of her daughter, Mm.
Joseph Solko at 215 North Ninth

street.

The Christian Endeavor society
of the St. Paul English Lutheran
church will hold a "shadow social''
at the church on Friday evening
at 7:o o clock.
W. M. Coleman of El Paso, grand
lecturer of Sanhedrln lodge (col
ored) has dedicated a new lodge
No. 175 in this city at the order
of H. D. Wlnnk, grand master.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union for Adolph
F. Levey and C. L. Akin.
As the city commissioners were
in Santa Fe yesterday attending the
telephone rate hearing before the
state corporation commission there
was no meeting of the commission
last night.

CAFETERIA
Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. ni.
Corner Fourth and tinliul.

Record Just Out

E. B. Patten of the First Savings
Bank and Trust company purchased two lota, corner Highland
and Princeton avenues, yesterday
and is arranging with Clyde Morgan and Leverett Zapt & Co, to
build him one of their new deCalifornia type bungalow
signed
'
The property owners on Brown
avenue, between Coal and Silver
on the complete restricted district
east of Gerard avenue, are putting
In street curbing and red gravel
topping. This is going to be the
most beautiful residence avenue in
the city.
C. P. Roberts
purchased a lot
on Harvard avenue yesterday and
has requested
water connection,!
preparatory to building.

Phono

903-J-

"Home Again Blues"
and

We Specialize

"Wang Wang Blues"
played by
TED LEWIS' JAZZ BAND
Come In and Hear It

ROTH MAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

First

St.

Phone

917--

d

PRAGER IS CHOSEN
VICE PRESIDENT BY
THE ELECTRIC MEN
Arthur Trager, manager of

Al-

buquerque Gas and Eelectrlo com
pany, returned from Glenwood
Springs, Colo., yesterday where he
attended the convention of the
Rocky mountain section of the National Electric light association.
Mr. Prager was elected first vice
president of the association, having served last year as second vice
president. The convention was attended by about 15 electric light
men from the Rocky mountain
states. Mr. Prager invited them all
to attend the New Mexico electrical convention next February.
Mr. Charles Twogood, of this
city, who is chairman of the accounting section of the association,
also
attended the Glenwood
Springs convention.

ASSEMBLY SPEECHES
LAUNCH H. S. PAPER

Oysters, Cat Fish,
but, Barracuda and Rock
Cod.
Mari Bros. Meat
Market.

Let Us Send a Man
To rcplnre that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
Phone 421.
423 North First

We - have received

a

large shipment from a
New York Jobber who
is overloaded.

New Codfish, in one and two pound wooden boxes.
New Soft Shell Almonds.

Evaporated Sweet Corn in packages.
New Rice Popcorn, in packages.
Ferndell Thousand Island Dressing, bottle. ....... 38e
Ferndell Tartar Sauce, bottle
i.,..... 42c

bottle.............

35c

Our prices on Canned Milk and Vegetables are the
lowest.

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

Skinner's

The Highest Crade Macaroni
Eg t Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

Mari

Bros.

nsHnmm

five-roo-

REDUCED PRICE
.
LIST

(illHIIVAII 111
IIUmt-H

UulllUll

SEE

I

N

THE

.:

aaaem

Jfk

i
-

AA

liflurl nRIIF

WORLD!

V?

ur
r

tiniinnrriT
KtliULAK FK1CE5

f

,

Finishing
Rolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing, each

8 P. M.

23c

,

.

...10c
15c

II. L. Hoover.-

OONTttTCOCS

1

TO 11 P. M.

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

219 West Central.

"ThcGoldcn Snare"
At the end of the trail he found his manand
u:
is
u u t s i. (ini wnose CUrlSi T1jr
nun
guarwng a. (oiucn-naircthe golden snare.
New Curwood Power!
New Curwood Romance!

turn.
i
iguna
made

to the manager,
write immediately
Sanitarium, Alamogordo. Now Mexico.

--

It rivals "Back to God's Country" in its romance and "Nomads of the North" in its thrill,
"The Golden Snare" will ensnare you with its
mystery.

am
am
pm
pm

ADDED ATTRACTION

hukksmmmcem'A

Singer Cigar Store,
West tcotral
,

FOR SALE

"SMOKY'S
A

Two-Pa-

FRESH

f

HEIR"

Comedy Featuring Snooky the Humanzee
and Those Adorable Children

rt

,

REGULAR PRICES

Heifers.

Here-fords-

.

yjhenyouhuildwith

48 Yearling and
Bulls.
These cattle are on my ranch
ten miles north of Maxwell, Colfax County, N. M., and arc
priced to sell.
GEORGE T. LAMBERT
Raton, N. Ilex.

Write for your free oopy
of our new booklet
"Building Again Fin"

BIG DANCE

PORTLAND CEMENT

At The Armory
FRIDAY NIGHT

...

ASSOCIATION

To Improve end Extend Usee of Concrete

SaaFemcaw.

AtUau
Chicago
Dallas
Denver
DeaMolnea

The management reserve the right
to eject an
objectionable penun
acting In an rnigrntlenianly manner.

Three Cash Prizes

Detroit
Helena
IndianapotU
KanaaaCity

LeeAngelee
Milwaukee
Minneapolia

NewYork

Parkenburg

Ptobnrth

CERRILL0S

GALLUP

We Have Provided for Tour Comfort and Pleasure
v DEPENDABLE FUELS
.
DEPENDABLE SERVICE
DEPENDABLE SUPPLY
Phone Your Requirements.

HAHN COAL CO., PHONE 91
COKE
WOOD

Seattle

ScLoale

Portland, Oreg. Vaumr,BA
Salt Lake City
Washington

RAMS

Next Week is Fire Prevention Week

(Remember the Hound-C- p
Dance Last Wee?)
LUXE

Lyric Theater

The Barnum Studio

$20.00 per Week

reservations,

TAXI
SINGER
Office

Yearling

2

C

3o to 5c

Tubercular Patients
Close to Nature
Ideal Location
Graduate Nurses
Fur

Phone 600

ORCHESTRA

Arizona

"Nut Sed."

Rambouillets

g
Large, smooth,
yearling and
rams. In carload lots or less Prices right.
two-year-o-

heavy-shearin-

IIUIIiriG MER-

WE ARE

CANTILE CO.

In business to give service and quality. We sell the best In
Whatever your
coal and wood. Lumber in all Its grades.
building requirements we are In position to fill the need. Let

Los L'unas, N. M.

SHIPPERS

WALTER

ld

M. COnilELL

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

0

us demonstrate.

OF,

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

HAY AM
ALFALFA

4

Let our

PnONES 5
trucks give yon service.

Audiim

If

s.

auction sale;

,

lb

,:.,..

....,
...........
,.--

OF HIGH GRADE FURNITURE

.

nnj

118

West Gold Avenue.

We Sell SKINHERJS
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products

t

-

PHONE 624 TODAY
Colorado Elberta Peaches
WE SELL FOR CASn
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
NEW MEXICO GRIMES' GOLDEN
APPLES, BY POUND OK BOX.
Colorado Elberta Peaches
next week by the box.
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.'S
BULK CAKES, Just received
fresh and, nice, per pound., 35c
Blackberries, Pitted Cherries
and Strawberries, by the
gallon.
Premium Soda Crackers,...,, lie
Bulk Peanut Batter, lb....... 20c
Comb Honey
85c
Honey
$1.75
..00c
Honey
10 bars Borax Naphtha Soap. f0c
Lima Beans
50c
50r
Blackeyed Peas
Bulk Dates,
fine
1 gal. Cider
50c
Vinegar
1 lb. Itoyal Cocoa
50c
Sack of Meal
r 85c
25c
Hominy
25c
Pig Bacon
25c
Pig
Rtr and TToraeshoe Tobacco. . 80r
JUST IN 1921 Holland Milkers'
Herrings.
THE ONLT CASn AND DELIVERY STORE
IN THE CITY.

k,

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

six-roo- m

Rates, Including board, medical attention and general nursing,

Leaves Albuquerque. , 7:45
Arrivese in Santa Fe. . .10:46
I eaves Santa Fe
4:80
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

DE

race-trac-

m

At Alamogordo.( New Mexico

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

29

One more thrilling, rollicking reason why Wallace
Reid is the screen's most popular actor!
A romance of
love and business. Roaring with daredevil-drive- n
speed cars! Tingling with
rivalry, trickery, danger! Strewing a thousand
smiles on the road to happiness!
A picture that starts the heart to
thumping and
gives old Father Time the laugh.

six-roo- m

Now Has Room for Twenty More

Meat

at

aAM

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Just finished
modern,
press brick end new
modern except heat. Both In
modHighlunt's. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
completing. Call at
821 W. Silver.
l'liono 1949-M- .

THE ALAMOGORDO SANITARIUM

Market.

210

Written by Byron Morgan

James Oliver Curwood Presents

Forty head of the above art
Doubla Standard Polled

FRANK TROTTER
205 South First Street

AdiiUMUwn

Western
School for Private
Secretaries.
Phone 901-- J
Half-da- y
and Evening
Day,
Sessions.

160 Registered Hereford Cattle
60 Cows, with calves at side
33
Heifers.

r

New Pikes Peak Flour

BARELAS PARK

All

WE OFFER
those formerly worth

m

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
SIS South Second.
rhone M7-Free Call and Delivery.

Albuquerque
Laddies
Highland
vs.
Santa Fe Scouts

STAGE

In Dependable
WRIST WATCHES

"Too Much S mm r

Phone 808

Better. Kodak

(State Championship)

The Best Training In
Commercial SubjectB.

Cod.

EID

IN

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL, OFFICE

n

SECURE

BARGAINS

At $19.50

158

glassed-i-

Cat Fish, HaliBarracuda
and Rock
but,

others formerly

Taxi & Baggage

frame and

Oysters,

At an assembly called expressly
$25.00
$16.75,
for that purpose yesterday morning, the Albuquerque Record, the
official organ of the high school,
$35.00
made its appearance. The stage
was set to represent the Record
office, with typewriters in use, and
editing in progress. Short talks by
several members of the staff, Edna
Lipper, Helen Grunsfeld, Helen Avail
Kimball, P. G. Horgan, and Raymond Holloway, setting forth the
ideals and alms of the student paper.
1883.
After the introductory speeches ESTABLISHED
were made, the subscription campaign was launched. Cards were
passed into the audience, and the
students were asked to write their
names and applications for the paper, and turn the forms into the
office. Over 350 yearly subscriptw
RELIABLE
S"
tions were collected.
MATCHMAKERS & JEWtlDW
E. V. Carleton, the printing suD.
of
J.
and
head
Burton,
pervisor,
20! W. CENTRAL AVE. .
I
journalism, made short talks, ex
plaining the mechanical and business sides of the paper.

158

Base Ball Today

sleeping porch, with or without furniture. Inquire of
OWNER, 309 SOUTH FIRST

Hali-

WALLACE

122 S. 4th St.

Four-roo-

in Watch Repairing
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
215 .fcomli Second St.

Both

.

107 So. Fourth Street.
3rd door north of Postoffic.

FOR SALE

yourself of this
opportunity.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Sunbeam Mayonnaise,

BRACY'S

DANCE

Herbert C. Schuitr,
JEWELER.

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed.
Opposite1

EAT AT

216 S. 2nd St.

1342--

45 fent

'

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS THE
POPULAR FAVORITE

L. GOBER

;

FOGG, The Jeweler

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAYi

Furniture Co.

Dodge touring car. Model 18.
Tourist Camp, opposite
$450.
City Hall.

.

1616-J-

to phone 808 and
have samples brought to
your home, to match
your walls or outside finish. We carry the Crescent Tints wlrich we consider the best shade that
can be bought, and feel
that you will agree with
us when you see the
We use only
samples.
Hartshorn Rollers, the
All
best rollers made.
work guaranteed, as well
as materials used. Come
in or phone and we will
with
send our shade-ma- n
samples, and give you
prices.
you

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

THEATRE

If you are in need of
window shades it will pay

J.

North First.

PRESENTS

Window Shades

Month.

401
Patrons aro requested to luce
orders for shelled pinon nuts well
In advance in order to bo promptly
served. Fnnnlo S. Spitz, 323 North
Tenth St Tel. 802. Mail orders
given careful attention.
Tvo bedrooms and sleeping porch
furnished.
Prefer employed ladles
We deliver any size any or girls attending school. No sick.

COOLED.

QUO

HOUSE

319H South First.

TODAY

Cents

25

Gertrude Espinosa. teacher
of Spanish In the high school, has
resigned from the faculty and will
leave tonight for the University of
GENTRY'S EGGS.
Oregon, where she will teach. Her
At Champion, Ran kins, San Jose,
place on the high school faculty is
being taken by Miss Dorothy Mc- Skinner's, Ideal and Pappc's. Price
65 cents.
Allister of the Evening Herald.

BITTNER

PflSTIPjE

Liberty Army
Supply Company
117 N.

Your Trunk Hauled for

Journal want ads get results

LET'S CO

Hoh Natl Russet and Field
Shoes
$1.03
Army Woolen Sox, three
$1.00
pair for
Class C. Klanltct
$2.30
New O. D. Shirts
$3.73
Class A. Navy I! ankets. .$3.50
Wool Underwear $1.60 per
S3.00
suit to

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

Miss

The Highest Crade Macaroni
Egg Noodlei, Spaghetti and

We
Sell

HOW ARE THESE
PRICES? .

Pa-dll-

,

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD.

WANTED

September 29, 1921'.

My lease expires October 1st, and on account of High Rents, I will sell at
Public Action the entire equipment of the Modern Business College at 518V2
West Central Avenue on
,

THURSDAY, SEPT. 29TH, AT 230 P. M. SHARP.

student tables and desks; 48, chairs; 1 4x12 slate blackboard; 1 mahogany
flat top office table; 1 t. recitation table, some smaller tables; 6 wire
paper baskets; 1 new walnut roller top desk; 3 beds, springs and mattresses;
1 ivory breakfast room set, of table, and four chairs to' match ; oak dressers
and commodes; kitchen tables; rocking chairs; rugs and carpets.; 14 pieces
4x6 Beaver board; 10 joints of stove pipe; some dimension lumber; a lot of
dishes, and kitchen utensils and many other articles too numerous to mention
45

18-f-

MRS. ELLA H. SUTHERLAND.

Thursday, Sept. 29, at 610 West Roma
Ave. Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Clve rooms of Afurniture to go to the highest bidder for Cash.'
Note the foUowinr articles to be sold: Leather Davenport, cost
f 125; old Ivory bed room suite, consisting of bed dresser snd
adles" desk, with blue Axmlnster rug; library table, rocker, bed'
V
iprlngs and mattress, dining table snd leather upholstered chairs,
$195
Axmlnster
two
floor
rugs;
phonograph;
lamp,
mahogany
HooBler kitchen cabinet, bIx hole range with water front, refrigerator, two burner oil stove, tubs, cooking utensils and many
other articles not mentioned on account of space. Now If you are
tn the market for anything In house furnishings and good furnishings, don't fall to attend this sale. These goods are all Atnd absolutely sanitary never used at anytime by sick.. Bs on
aand promptly at 2:30 p. m.
t "
',',.,
-l

-l

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

tr

